FOLKESTONE Kent, St Peter on the East Cliﬀ A Forward
in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: 8am Low Mass, 10.30am Solemn Mass. Evensong
6pm. Weekdays - Low Mass: Tues 7pm, Thur 12 noon. Contact Father David Adlington or Father David Goodburn SSC - tel: 01303
254472 http://stpetersfolk.church
BATH Bathwick Parishes, St.Mary’s (bottom of Bathwick Hill), BURGH-LE-MARSH Ss Peter & Paul, (near Skegness) PE24 e-mail: stpetersfolk@yahoo.co.uk
St.John's(opposite the fire station) Sunday - 9.00am Sung Mass at 5DY A resolution parish in the care of the Bishop of Richborough. GRIMSBY St Augustine, Legsby Avenue Lovely Grade II
St.John's, 10.30am at St.Mary's 6.00pm Evening Service - 1st, Sunday Services: 9.30am Sung Mass (& Junior Church in term
Church by Sir Charles Nicholson. A Forward in Faith Parish under
3rd &5th Sunday at St.Mary's and 2nd & 4th at St.John's. Con- time) 6.00pm Sung Evensong (BCP) Weekday Mass Thursdays
Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Parish Mass 9.30am, Solemn
tact Fr.Peter Edwards 01225 460052 or www.bathwick9am. Other services as announced. All visitors very welcome.
Evensong and Benediction 6pm (First Sunday). Weekday Mass:
parishes.org.uk
Rector: Canon Terry Steele, The Rectory, Glebe Rise, Burgh-leMon 7.00pm, Wed 9.30am, Sat 9.30am. Parish Priest: Fr.Martin
Marsh. PE245BL. Tel 01754810216 or 07981878648 email:
07736 711360
BEXHILL on SEA St Augustine’s, Cooden Drive,TN39 3AZ
fr.terry@btclick.com
HALIFAX St Paul, King Cross: Queens Road, HX1 3NU. An incluSaturday: Mass at 6pm (first Mass of Sunday)Sunday: Mass at
sive resolution parish receiving sacramental provision from the
8am, Parish Mass with Junior Church at10am. Further details: Fa- CARDIFF near rail, bus, Millennium Stadium, city centre and Bay
Daily Mass St Mary, Bute Street Sunday: Solemn Mass 11am; Bishop of Wakefield. Sunday: 10.30 Solemn Mass; 16.30 (Winther Robert Coates SSC on 01424 210 785
Parish Priest Fr.Dean Atkins SSC 029 2048 7777
ter)/18.30 (BST) Evening Prayer Last Sunday: 18.30 Evensong
BIRMINGHAM St Agatha, Stratford Road, Sparkbrook (B11
www.stmaryscf10.co.uk
with Benediction (Occasionally Choral) Monday: 12.00 Mass Fri1QT) “If it is worth believing in, it is worth travelling for” Sunday Mass
day:
10.30 Mass Parish Priest: Fr Kevin Barnard 01422 360740
CHARD The Good Shepherd, Furnham. Under the Episco11am. Contact Fr.John Luﬀ 0121 449 2790
pal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday: Sung Mass 9.45am, www.stpaulskingcross.co.uk
www.saintagathas.org.uk
Solemn Evensong and Benediction (3rd Sunday only) 6pm.
HARTLEPOOL St Oswald’s, BroughamTerrace. A Society
BISHOP AUCKLAND St Helen Auckland, Manor Road,
Weekday Masses: Tues 10am, Wed 6.30pm (with Healing and
Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverly. Sunday:
West Auckland Medieval church. A Parish of the Society of S.WilReconciliation on the 4th Wed of the month). Contact: Fr Jeﬀ
Sung Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass, Oﬃces and Confessions as disfrid and S.Hilda. Sunday: Sung Mass 10am, Evensong and Bene- Williams 01460 419527 www.churchofthegoodshepherdplayed. Parish Priest: Fr Graeme Buttery SSC 01429 273201
diction 6pm. Weekday Mass: Mon 7pm, Tues, Thur, Fri, Sat
chard.weebly.com
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD St Francis of Assisi, Hammerfield,
9.30am, Wed 10am, Rosary Mon 6.30pm. Parish Priest: Canon
CHESTERFIELD St Paul, Hasland, Derbyshire Sunday: Sung
Glenview Road, HP1 1TD. Under the episcopal care of the Bishop of
Robert McTeer SSC 01388 604152 www.sthelenschurch.co.uk
Mass 9.45am (Family Mass 1st Sunday), Evening Prayer 3.30pm. Richborough. Sunday Sung Mass at 10am. Solemn Evensong and
BLACKPOOL St Stephen on the Cliﬀs, Holmfield Road,
Masses: Tues 7.15pm (Benediction last Tues of month), Sat
Benediction at 6.30pm (4th Sunday). Traditional rite and cereNorth Shore A SWSH Registered Parish. Vicar: Canon Andrew Sage 8.30am. St James, Temple Normanton, Chesterfield, Dermonial sung to Merbecke. Contact Fr Benjamin Weitzmann
SSC. Sundays: Said Mass 9am, Solemn Mass (Traditional Lanbyshire Sunday: Parish Mass 11.30am, Thur: Mass 7.15pm.
01442 247503.
guage) 10.30am, Evening Service 6pm; easy access and loop. Tel: Churchwardens 01246855245. 0124685552
HEMPTON Holy Trinity (near Fakenham, Norfolk). ABC, FiF.
01253 351484 www.ststephenblackpool.co.uk
CHOPwELL Saint John the Evangelist NE17 7AN Forward The Church on the Green. Visit us on the way to Walsingham.
BOSTON LINCOLNSHIRE St Nicholas, Skirbeck Boston’s in Faith Parish ABC. Sunday - Sung Mass 10am. Daily Oﬃce &
Mass on Sundays and Wednesdays at 10am. Linked to the Shrine
oldest Parish Church. A Society and Forward in Faith Parish under Mass as displayed. Parish Priest: Fr Paul R Murray SSC 01207
of OLW.
561248 p.r.murray@durham.anglican.org
the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough. Sunday. Low
Mass 8am (1st and 3rd), Sung Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass, oﬃces, CROYDON S Michael & All Angels, Poplar Walk. Aﬃliated KINGSTON-upon-THAMES St Luke, Gibbon Road (short
walk from Kingston railway station) Sunday: Low Mass (English
benediction and confessions as displayed on notice boards. Rec- with SSWSH. Sunday: Low Mass 8.00am, Family Mass
Missal) 8am, Sung Mass (Western Rite) 10.30am, Evensong and
tor: Fr Paul Noble SSC 01205 362734
9.30am, Solemn Mass 11.00am, Evensong & Benediction
Benediction 5pm. 3rd Sunday each month: Teddy Bears Service
www.forwardinfaithlincs.org.uk/stnicholasboston.html
3.30pm (1st & 3rd Sunday). Daily Mass Mon – Fri 12.30pm, also for pre-schoolers 9.30am. Wed, 7pm Exposition, 8pm Mass. First
Wed 7.30am. Sat 11.00am. Vicar Fr Tim Pike CMP 02086869343, Sat of the month, 11.15am Mass of Our Lady of Walsingham. For
BOURNEMOUTH St Ambrose, West Cliﬀ Road, BH4 8BE.
A Forward in Faith Parish, Resolutions ABC in place. Sunday: 8am Curate Fr Philip Kennedy 02036094184. Website, with full defurther information phone Fr Martin Hislop: Parish Oﬃce 020
tails: stmichaelscroydon.com
Low Mass BCP, 10am Sung Mass Traditional Ceremonial (CW),
8974 8079 www.stlukeskingston.co.uk
4pm Choral Evensong, 2nd Sunday of the month Choral EvenDEVIZES St Peter’s, Bath Road, Devizes,Wiltshire Society of
LIVERPOOL St Agnes and St Pancras, Toxteth Park (FiF
song with Benediction. Parish Priest Fr Adrian Pearce SSC 01202 St.Wilfrid and St.Hilda parish under the episcopal care of the
under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley) Sunday:
911569; Parish oﬃce 01202 766772. Email:
Bishop of Ebbsfleet. All resolutions passed. Sunday: 8am BCP
Parish Mass 10am; Evensong and Benediction 6.30pm. Daily
afpear2@gmail.com
Low Mass; 10am Sung Mass. Wednesdays - 7pm Low Mass. On Mass. Sunday School. Glorious J L Pearson Church, with modern
major festivals & Saints' Days - times vary. Contact Fr. Vincent
BOwBURN, Durham Christ the King, DH6 5DS; A
catholic worship, good music and friendly atmosphere. Contact:
Perricone 01380 501481
parish of the Society, under the care of the Bishop of Beverley.
0151 733 1742 www.stagnes.org.uk
Durham City's 'Forward in Faith' parish. Sunday: 11am Sung
DONCASTER St Wilfrid’s, Cantley DN4 6QP A beautiful and LONDON E1w St Peter’s, London Docks A registered parish
Mass and Sunday School; Weekday Mass: Wed 9.30am, Fri
historically significant church with much Comper restoration. A
6.30pm; Evening Prayer and Benediction 5.30pm last Saturday of Society Parish under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley. of the Society of S. Wilfred & S. Hilda. Sunday 8am Mass. 10am
Solemn Mass Daily Mass and Oﬃces. Contact: Fr.Robert Ladds,
month; Parish Priest: Fr John Livesley SSC 01388 814817
Modern catholic worship with a friendly atmosphere. Sunday:
0207 488 3864, or 0753 028 5389. E-mail:episcopus70@
8am
Mass
and
10am
Parish
Mass.
Wednesday:
9.30am
Mass
(folgmail.com, www.stpeterslondondocks.org.uk
BRADFORD St Chad, Toller Lane (B6144, 1 mile from city
centre). Society Parish. Sunday services: Solemn Mass 10.45am, lowed by coﬀee morning). Friday: 8pm Mass. Saturday 9.30am
LONDON EC3 St Magnus the Martyr, LowerThames Street
Mass. Visitors very welcome. Contact: Fr. Andrew Howard ssc.
Evensong 6.30pm. Weekday Mass Wednesday 7.30pm. English
(nearestTube: Monument or Bank) A Society Parish Under the EpisMissal/BCP. For all other services and information during the In- (01302) 285316, mob. 0774 0932758
copal Care of the Bishop of Fulham. Mass: Sunday 11am, refreshfatherahoward@gmail.com
terregnum please see our website
ments following, Tues, Wed, Thur and Fri 12.30. Visitors very
DONCASTER Benefice of Edlington S John the Baptist welcome. www.stmagnusmartyr.org.uk Fr Philip Warner recBRIGHTON wAGNER GROUP The Annunciation
with Hexthorpe S Jude, Sung Mass Sundays 9.00am
(11am) Parish Oﬃce 01273 681431. St Barthlomew’s (11am) Edlington and 11.00am Hexthorpe, 7pm on Weekday Solem- tor@ stmagnusmartyr.org.uk
Parish Oﬃce 01273 620491. St Martin’s (10am) Fr Trevor Bux- nities, Confessions Edlington 6.45pm Wed and Hexthorpe
LONDON HA1 St George, Headstone, Harrow HA1 4RJ A Forton 01273 604687. St Michael’s (10.30am) Fr.Robert Norbury 7.30pm Fri or by appointment. Normal Weekday Masses: Tues ward in Faith parish in the episcopal care of Bishop Robert Ladds.
01 273 727362. St Paul’s (11am) Fr.Robert Norbury 01 273
Prayer Book Catholic, professional/scholarship choir, historic
Edlington 9.30am, Wed Hexthorpe 9.30am, Thurs Edlington
727362. (Sunday Principal Mass times in brackets.)
organ, furnishings by Martin Travers and Faith Craft. Mass (1549):
7pm, Fri Hexthorpe 7pm. Divine Oﬃce recited each day
BRISTOL Ebbsfleet parishes All Hallows, Easton BS5 (7.30am and 6.30pm Edlington) (8am and 5pm Hexthorpe). Sunday 11am; Wednesday 9.30am. Fr. Stephen Keeble 020 8427
1253. www.stgeorgeheadstone.org.uk
Other occasions see noticeboards.
0HH. Holy Nativity, Knowle BS4 2AG. Sunday Mass 10:00 a.m.
Contact: Fr Stephen Edmonds SSC - 01709858358 fr.s.ed(both Churches), Evensong 1st Sunday of month 6 o'clock (All
LONDON N21 Holy Trinity, Winchmore Hill. A modern
monds@gmail.com
Hallows), Weekday masses: Tuesday 7:15 p.m & Wednesday
catholic parish under the Bishop of Fulham. Every Sunday: Said
10:30 a.m.(All Hallows), Friday 10:30 a.m. (Holy Nativity). Con- EASTBOURNE St Saviour’s A Society Parish. Sunday: Low Mass 9.00am and Sung Mass10.30am with Junior Church. Weektacts:Fr Jones Mutemwakwenda 01179551804, www.allhalMass 8am, Solemn Mass10.30am. Daily Mass and Oﬃce. Details days: Tues to Fri 12 noon Angelus and Mass. Saturday Mass
lowseaston.org Father Steven Hawkins SSC. 07834 462 054
10am. For the Sacrament of Reconcilliation and other enquires
and information Contact the Vicar, Fr.Christopher Yates 01 323
fr.stevenhawkins@googlemail.com www.holynativity.org.uk
contact Fr Richard Bolton at rdeb2010@btinternet.com or
722317 www.stsaviourseastbourne.org.uk
phone 0208 364 1583
BROMLEY St George's Church, Bickley Sunday - 8.00am
ELLAND All Saints, Charles Street, HX5 0LA A Parish of the SociLow Mass, 10.30am Sung Mass. Daily Mass - Tuesday 9.30am,
LONDON Nw3 All Hallows Gospel Oak, Hampstead,
ety under the care of the Bishop of Wakefield. Sunday Mass
Wednesday and Thursday 10am, Friday 9.30am, Saturday
NW3 2LD A Society Parish under the Bishop of Fulham SParish
9.30am, Benediction usually last Sunday, 6pm. Mass Tuesday,
9.30am Mass & Rosary. Fr.Richard Norman 0208 295 6411. Parish Friday & Saturday, 9.30am. Canon David Burrows, 01422 373184, Mass each Sunday at 10am. For further details: Prebendary
website: www.stgeorgebickley.co.uk
David Houlding SSC
rectorofelland@btinternet.com
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Being Missionary Disciples
Lead
Story

Damian Feeney speaks at Coventry Cathedral about the road to missionary discipleship

T

hank you for your welcome, and for gathering here God, convert my parish.’
today in such numbers. I hope we will leave this place
A church congregation, an ecclesial community which
feeling excited, daunted, and more reliant on God fully lives out its faith in Jesus Christ, enjoying the pilgrim’s
and one another than ever. It was my birthday on Monday journey of faith in the light of the resurrection of Jesus, is an
last, the feast of St Augustine, and I was delighted to receive a awe-inspiring thing, a life changing thing. You will have heard
card from Bishop Jonathan – thank you, Father. On the front a good deal about this from Bishop Philip this morning. What
was a picture of rowing galley slaves, chained to their oars, with I’m going to focus on this afternoon is the business of how we
the bloke at the front playing the timpani, and the words respond as individuals to the call of God in our lives, and how
‘Happy Birthday, and Good News from the Boss.’ I opened the we see ourselves. Communities are made up of individual
card, and it simply said …
‘ he’s not going waterskiing today.’
souls, and whilst we may think of ourselves collectively, espeWe all like good news. Heaven knows, we get little enough cially on a day when we all come together like this, the business
of it when we actually watch the news. We expect bad news, of the mission of the church begins and ends with the converand are pleasantly surprised when the news is good. The Greek sion of individual souls—yours and mine, the wonderful, sinword εὐαγγέλιον means ‘The Good News.’ Not just any old ful, frail and flawed works in progress who are the people of
good news: the Good News. εὐαγγέλιον, by the way, is the God.
word from which the words ‘evangelism,’ ‘evangelisation’ and
In the words of my late father, ‘God is alive and well, and
‘evangelize’ come—words about the sharing of good news— working on a far less ambitious project.’ That’s funny, but it’s
and yet words which we have been known to shrink from. not true, because God is steadfast. God doesn’t give up on his
More about that anon, because I have some other good news people when the going gets tough. He may get frustrated if
to share with you this afternoon, wonderful news, and it is this: that’s the only time we call upon him, but he will never give up
for many years we’ve been fretting about where the ministry on us. The baptism of a child, faithful confirmation candidates,
of the church will come from,
penitent hearts in the confeswho can we send, and who
sional, candidates for holy or“The most penetrating and terrifying
will go for us; I bring you
ders, couples longing for God
question I as an individual can ask myself
news that will gladden the
to be at the heart of their
heart—the news that we have
union,
the unction of healing
is ‘How are things between me and God?’”
solved the greater part of this
grace, the viaticum for the
question.
journey from this life to the next and, above all, that which we
Of course, we need more priests. Priests of orthodox faith, experienced this morning: the sacrament of the bread of life
compassion and pastoral skill, and well as zeal for the gospel and the cup of salvation, feeding us and uniting us with the
and a desire to lead the church into growth. But ministers we sacrifice of the Son on Golgotha. Grace, all is grace—signs that
have aplenty—I am looking at about 400 of them right now— God has not, and will not, give up on his people.
and there are many more who can’t be here today.
You and I are called by God through these and other moToday we are focusing on what the church must do, who ments into an ever closer relationship with him. The most
the church must be, if she is to flourish in this present age and penetrating and terrifying question I as an individual can ask
be able to hand the Good News on to succeeding generations. myself is ‘How are things between me and God?’ I remember
And I am reminded, as ever, that the call to conversion within asking two parishioners this question a number of years ago.
the church is not a new thing. Throughout history there have ‘How are things between you and God?’ I got two very differbeen individuals and movements who have called the church ent reactions from these marvellous people. I was expecting
back to her first vocation—the call to speak the Good News, the brush-off ‘oh, fine…just fine…’ What I got was quite difto teach the Good News, to live the Good News. We as a body ferent. The first one paused, frowned, and said, ‘Can I get back
exist because of the light of Christ. Like the candle light to you?’ The second said ‘I knew you were going to be tricky
spreading throughout a darkened church at the Easter Vigil, when I first clapped eyes on you!’ The first, two days later,
this light is only any good if it is shared, if it is passed on, with came back to me and said ‘I think they are generally all right,
the same joy and generosity with which it was given to us. It is although they could always be better. And, by the way, I’ve
said that St John Vianney, the Cure d’Ars, was prone to kneel- been coming to church for half a century, and it’s the first time
ing in the potato fields of his parish to pray for its conversion. anyone has asked me the question.’
He said:
So I ask you the question—how are things between you
‘My God, grant me the conversion of my parish; I am will- and God? Is God present in your life? What is the evidence
ing to suffer all my life whatsoever it may please Thee to lay for that? What happens when God seems absent? Brothers
upon me; yes, even for a hundred years am I prepared to en- and sisters, may these questions burn in your hearts, and in
dure the sharpest pains, only let my people be converted. My mine, and may we seek the answers to them, and seek counsel
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and advice if we are less than satisfied with the answers. One often because we hear of great and colourful ‘conversion stoof the signs of a healthy church is seeking forgiveness and ries’ from other parts of the church which can make us feel
counsel, whether in the forms of the Sacrament of Reconcili- somehow deficient. We tend to think that unless a conversion
ation or some form of spiritual companionship. A healthy soul story has a narrative of abject sin and squalor, followed by
seeks to answer these questions, and to act upon the answers. flashes of light, deep voices, three verses of the Hallelujah ChoAnd these things, these gifts, are not, can never be, the preserve rus and several nuns appearing out of cakes, then somehow it
of the clergy. They are the birthright of the baptized people of hasn’t happened for us, and we are left feeling a bit high and
God. Start to ask yourself the question, in the morning, when dry. It may have happened a bit like that for St Paul (although
waking, at night before retiring. How are things between me as far as the nuns are concerned, early texts are unclear) but it
and God? And how do I grow, make progress, on the pilgrim’s doesn’t happen like that for everyone. It didn’t happen like that
journey of faith?
for me. There is another style, if you like—the steady, constant,
We are called, each and every one of us, to the vocation of daily conversion as we are changed over a lifetime into the permissionary discipleship. What does that mean? It means that son God wants us to be.
the call you received at you baptism is a call to take part in the
This is the response of people who have heard the Good
mission of the church, that specific part of God’s plan of sal- News proclaimed, simply, effectively, of people in the whom
vation which has been entrusted to us under our bishops. And the Holy Spirit has acted, and who make a decision that they
all the people who are here today, and all the people who are want Jesus as their friend. Conversion means that we change
not here today, every single baptized person, is called to take how we live, how we think. Conversion means accepting the
part in this, the most extraordinary story in the history of all Cross of Christ, and the intention to die to sin in order to gain
existence.
eternal life. This finds its greatest expression in the Sacrament
Where does that leave you and me? Very helpfully, Pope of Baptism, and in the Sacrament of Reconciliation as, conBenedict XVI mapped out, some ten years ago, five particular scious of our sin, we seek the aid which can only come from
steps on the journey towards beChrist Jesus, and him crucified,
coming missionary disciples. Put
through
the ministry of one who
Pope Benedict XVI mapped out, some
simply, these can be described as:
is privileged to share the priestly
ten years ago, five particular steps on ministry of Christ - you know,
encounter, conversion, disciplethe journey towards becoming
ship, communion, and mission.
one of those priests God orThese steps don’t happen in a
dained because he couldn’t trust
missionary disciples: encounter,
straight line, and are all intimately
them to be lay people.
conversion, discipleship, communion,
related to each other. Different
A third stage—that of dispeople go through these stages in
cipleship—seems not to sit comand mission.
different ways, and there’s no hard
fortably with some. I can’t for a
and fast rules here – just characteristics of what happens when moment think why. As the only person in my class at school
the grace of God is alive and active in your life. Let’s look at who got a ‘U’ at ‘O’ Level for Latin, and the only person who
each of them in turn:
is still using it, I can tell you that the word ‘disciple’ comes from
First, the encounter with Jesus. Where and how do we the Latin ‘discipulus,’ or ‘discipuli’; it means ‘student.’ Jesus is the
meet Jesus? We meet him if we are actively looking for him, teacher, and we are the students. As students learn, they
but we are doing so in response to the call of Jesus to ‘Follow change and mature. We become people who follow, whose lives
me.’ We can meet Jesus in worship, in scripture, in one another, are shaped and guided by the master. We delve deeper and
in acts of charity and goodness, in a witnessing community. deeper into the mystery of the person of Jesus, his example and
But the encounter itself won’t be enough – it needs to be nur- teaching. We look for opportunities to learn more and still
tured, fostered, encouraged through hearing stories, through more, knowing that there will never be an end to this wonderhearing the Good News spoken to us. If that doesn’t happen, ful journey. We absorb Jesus with every celebration of the EuChristian discipleship can’t happen. We need constantly to re- charist, with every prayer, with every encounter with
turn to the core message which Pope Francis suggests in his scripture. These things reinforce encounter and conversion,
exhortation Evangelii Gaudium:
and help us to persevere in the midst of the challenges the
‘Jesus Christ loves you; he gave his life to save you and now world, the flesh and the devil may throw at us. Are you, then,
he is living at your side every day to enlighten, strengthen and a disciple of Jesus—or merely an admirer? It is said that the
free you.’
difference is shown in the reaction to the sight of Jesus, carryPope Benedict is clear that this element—the spoken ing his cross to the place of his death. An admirer says ‘What
proclamation—must happen over and over again, throughout a wonderful man. What a brave man. He’s very special. I could
the journey of faith. It should be part of everything—our never do that.’ A disciple sees the master carrying the cross,
liturgy and worship, for sure, but in other things too. How do and takes his own cross, and follows the Saviour to Calvary.
you, as part of a community which bears the name of Jesus,
The fourth stage—that of communion—doesn’t refer to
exhibit and reveal his presence?
the act of receiving the Blessed Sacrament at the Eucharist.
The second stage—conversion—hearkens back to the Rather it refers to the fact that Christian life, the life of the
prayer of St John Vianney which I mentioned at the start of disciple, is always lived in the company of other disciples. We
this talk. I think this is a very misunderstood term indeed, are in families, in parishes, in communities and movements of
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some kind, ecclesial bodies such as the Society, and the See of Jesus. It is the fulfilment of the whole. Without it there’s no
Ebbsfleet. Each individual contributes to the whole, and the fulfilment at all. This call to be missionary disciples isn’t just
Christian life is lived in solidarity with one another, and thus for a few. Nor is it just for the 400 or so who are here, God love
with the whole church catholic. A community so formed con- you. This isn’t just for your PCC’s, or for those who hold the
tinues to be a fruitful place for the activity of the indwelling bishop’s licence. It isn’t just for the See of Ebbsfleet. It isn’t just
Spirit, who animates, guides, and lead God’s people into all for traditional catholics, or just for the Church of England. It
truth.
certainly isn’t just for clergy, thank the Lord.
The fifth and final step is the step of mission. For our purThis is the common calling of 2.2 billion people worldposes today, the high point of the journey, but one which too wide: to be those who study Jesus, who want to love like Jesus,
often is missed out, neglected,
who want to grow in Jesus,
avoided by otherwise faithful
and who simply can’t help but
Becoming a missionary disciple means
people. As faith in Jesus, reinshare what they have found,
seeking and being found by Jesus. It is about
forced through encounter,
because it’s the biggest and
being prepared to be changed by holiness. best present there is. It’s time
conversion, discipleship and
communion, is ever deepfor each and everyone of us to
It is about constant immersion in grace.
ened, we experience the need
unwrap it, and share what we
to share what we have been given with others. There comes a find in the box.
point when we can’t help ourselves. We are called, but then we
Becoming a missionary disciple means seeking and being
are sent. We have come to understand our lives as directed and found by Jesus. It is about being prepared to be changed by hoshaped by God. We become people who speak of Jesus to oth- liness. It is about constant immersion in grace. It is about the
ers, and make real the words, promises and love of Jesus for intentional with Jesus in scripture, and in study. It is about livother people. We see the need to serve the poorest as a direct ing in community, learning our catholicity at a local level. And
consequence of the gifts we have received. In short, we are it is about sharing with others, joyfully, that Good News, the
called to help to build the Kingdom of God. This isn’t, by the Good News of the Kingdom—and the invitation to others to
way, the advanced class only. Please don’t look around you to be part of it.
see who I might be referring to. I’m talking to you. The whole
point of the laborious description of these stages is to demon- This address was given by Fr Damian Feeney to the Ebbsfleet Lay
strate that if we are disciples of Jesus Christ, we are called to
Congress at Coventry Cathedral, 2 September 2017. Fr Damian
be missionary. It is the only consequence of being a student of
is parish priest of Holy Trinity Church, Ettingshall.
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Harvest Festival in Goldthorpe

Connectivity and Communion
In 1929, The Hungarian writer Frigyes Karinthy (1887–1938)
proposed the theory of ‘six degrees of separation’— meaning
that that everyone is six or fewer steps away from every other
person in the world by some form of acquaintance or connection. In other words, ‘friend-of-a-friend’ connections join any
two people in the world in a maximum of six steps. This has
become a part of network theory—a branch of mathematics—
and also social theory and physics. It may sound far-fetched
(no pun intended), but a glance at a diagram like the one below
can make it more plausible, if you look at how the elements
connect:

If the national statistics are correct
then half the individuals reading this
live alone. For some, living alone is a
gift and opportunity; for others it is a
burden bordering on a curse. I have
had only one experience of living
alone for a period longer than a few
days. The context of my solitary living
was slightly exaggerated by the fact it
was in an Italian city where I was undertaking a course of study. It was
very challenging and I believe it gave
me an insight into the problems and
potentials embedded in how the
other half live.
Since returning to my usual, heavily-peopled home situation I have had
several conversations with people of
all ages who live alone, trying to work
out what is needed in terms of a ‘rule
of life’ to make solitary living work in
a fruitful way. One term that kept
cropping up in these conversations
was ‘discipline’. I found this in my
own little experiment. It became essential to plan ahead, to make sure
that tasks were thoroughly completed. If one simple task was left undone it had a domino effect on
everything else. In my usual situation
everything is shared, from the planning of an activity to its execution.
Living alone means that planning,

There may of course be an ‘undiscovered’ tribe somewhere, totally cut off from the rest of us (in the Amazon forest,
perhaps, or Papua New Guinea) but they, too, connect to us
across time through our common ancestry.
My philosophy professor at university in the early Seventies had once been a friend of one the greatest philosophers
of modern times—Ludwig Wittgenstein, who died in 1951—
and I have still a letter from an acquaintance in London from
the early Eighties, in which she recalls being taken, as a very
small child, for walks in Regent’s Park. The founder of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud had fled to London from Vienna in
1938, and took a daily stroll there in the months before he died
in the following year. He would always say hello and make a
fuss of her.
So I am—like countless others, of course—separated
from these two world-famous figures by just one degree. Our
sense of connectedness with every other human being past and
present gains ever greater currency through globalization and
our ‘connectivity’ with others through world-wide public and
social media, but the language of connectedness has always
been there in Christian teaching and liturgy, centering on our
communion in Christ with the saints and with every Christian
world-wide and through time - and beyond, not least in this
of all months.
Servitor

Ghostly
Counsel
Aloneness and
loneliness

Andy Hawes is Warden of
Edenham Regional Retreat House
shopping and preparation for a meal
becomes a major operation (not to
mention the washing up). It made me
realize that I had lived a very sheltered life! On the other hand another
word that was repeated in my conversations with ‘loners’ was ‘freedom’. I
have to say that my personal life of
prayer had a real boost in terms of
regularity and quality of time in my
few weeks of solitary living. I was also
free to pursue my personal interests
without any need to consider the
preferences of anyone else.
After this period of lone living I participated in a pilgrimage, ‘In the steps
of St Francis’. Here was a man who, in
his youth, was renowned as gregarious who, following his conversion, alternated between community and
solitary life. It was pointed out to me

that, whereas many monastic communities became centres of a larger
community due to hospitality, commerce and the ministry of care for the
sick or education, the early Franciscans often sought aloneness in great
heights. Visiting the Carceri – or little
cells – high on Mount Subasio, or the
little hermitages in the Reiti Valley,
and chiefly on La Verna (the place of
St Francis’ stigmata) one was deeply
impressed by the lengths that they
went to be alone.
Jesus, we are told, often went ‘to
lonely places for prayer’. It must be
the case that, despite the great emphasis in the Christian life of community, and the living out of God’s love
in mutual care and relationships,
there must be a deliberate discipline
to balance this with aloneness. If our
life in Christ relies entirely on fellowship and the presence of others something is amiss. Jesus taught his
disciples to ‘go into your own room
and close the door. Your father who
sees what is in secret will hear you’.
It is the possibility of communion
with the Lord that is found in aloneness. It is the acid test of faith and
prayer to turn to the unseen God
when one is unseen. In aloneness God
gives gifts to those who seek Him.
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why Should we Celebrate the Reformation?
Ryan Danker reflects on the Reformation

I

n this year, and especially during the month of October,
Protestant Christians around the world are marking the
500th anniversary of the launch of what we now call the
Reformation era. Based on the date—31 October 1517—on
which the Augustinian friar Martin Luther likely pounded his
95 theses to the door of Wittenberg Castle Church, these celebrations or remembrances vary from country to country, but
they also vary as to their reasons. Those in Lutheran countries
have embraced the event wholeheartedly. Germans have been
preparing for this half-millennium event for more than a
decade. Many evangelicals are taking a new interest in Luther
because of the anniversary. But what about Christians of a
Catholic variety? And, particularly, how might Anglicans in
the catholic tradition approach this historic milestone? After
we’ve read Eamon Duffy’s The Stripping of the Altars, how can
we celebrate this disruption of the Christian faith and, in particular, its repercussions in the British Isles?
I teach church history to seminarians in Washington, DC.
Most of them are Protestants, but I begin my lecture in the
second half of a year-long church history survey sequence with
the construction of the Lady Chapel at Westminster Abbey.
This chapel was a monument to the medieval Christian worldview. When it was built by Henry VII in the early years of the
16th century it was attached to a Benedictine monastery that
for six centuries had been filled with the prayers of monks, the
continuous masses of priests in side-chapels, the longing of pil-

It may be hard to imagine finding a
silver lining to the Dissolution of the
Monasteries, the destruction of centres
of prayer that had undergirded English
Christianity for centuries
grims who flocked to the shrine of the saintly king, and the remains of monarchs, some pious and some otherwise. The
chapel was filled with the colours, the smells, and the imagination of medieval Christianity. Within eight years of its completion, however, Luther had pounded his theses to the
Wittenberg doors. Within just a quarter of a century of its
completion, Henry VIII had disbanded the monasteries. The
prayers that had filled the place were silenced. The world the
chapel represents had been turned upside down. I ask my students: ‘Was it worth it?’
Given the complexity of the Reformation Era, this is not
an easy question to answer. And I never give my students an
answer in that course. I want them to answer it for themselves.
The Reformation Era, even if we focus on the German reforms
at which Luther found himself the center, varied radically
from town to town, or region to region. Even in Britain, where
the reforms were launched under the auspices of the governing
authorities, the reforms were never uniform. Because of this
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complexity, I think our celebrations should also be complex,
or at least nuanced.
But whether we believe that the reforms went too far, or
not far enough, good came out of the Reformations. In England, for example, the reforms of Henry VIII launched the career of Thomas Cranmer, the great liturgical poet of English
Christianity. The Book of Common Prayer stands as a monument to both English prose, but also the ability of vernacular
prayer to embrace everyday people and the mysteries of the
Faith.
The reforms of Henry also began to address some of the
excesses of medieval Christian culture. As beautiful as medieval Christian culture was, it was in need of reform. The reforms of Henry brought with them a new emphasis on the
biblical text that would culminate in the Authorized Version
of James I. Henry’s reforms would also address some of the superstitions that had arisen from an uninformed approach to
Christian ritual. Abuses of sacramental elements, or even
sacramentals, were connected more to superstition and the desire for protection and less to the Church’s teachings on sacramental grace.
It may be hard to imagine finding a silver lining to the Dissolution of the Monasteries, the destruction of centres of
prayer that had undergirded English Christianity for centuries,
but even there the reforms produced some positive results.
The first was economic. Given the control of mammoth
swaths of land by monastic houses, economic growth in England was greatly hindered. The distribution of monastic lands
to varying parties, it has been argued, made it possible later for
the rise of the English middle class. This middle class became
the backbone of Great Britain by the 18th century and made
the Empire possible. Without this economic powerhouse,
there would have never been an British Empire, or its accom-

panying missionary movements. The second good that came
out of the Dissolution of the Monasteries was the Daily Office.
Cranmer’s vision for Morning and Evening Prayer was a vision
for an accessible service of prayer that marked the beginning
and ending of the day for the entirety of the English people,
not simply the Religious. It was a democratization of prayer
that moved it to the center of the village, rather than the seclusion of cloisters.
In almost every reform movement of the 16th century,
whether Catholic or Protestant, the reformers were driven by
the Renaissance principle of ad fontes. This ‘return to the
sources’ was vital to a renewed interest in the Church Fathers,
to interest in Greek and Hebrew to undergird biblical studies,
and a passion to mirror the better practices of the early church.

Many evangelicals are taking a new
interest in Luther because of the
anniversary. But… how can we
celebrate this disruption of the
Christian faith?
This renewed interest in the intellectual study of religion—arguably built on the medieval foundation of the university—
would eventually produce advanced theological education for
the clergy, a reform that was taken up by Protestant and
Catholic alike.
We don’t have to embrace every aspect of the various reform movements, nor every one of their repercussions, in
order to see the good in the Reformation era. Nor should any
educated person give such a blank cheque to any conglomeration of movements in diverse areas of the world.
Take Ely Cathedral as an example. On a recent trip to Ely
I went to the Cathedral and was struck by the beauty of the
place. This foundation—one of the earliest in all of England—
was founded by St Etheldreda in the 7th century and Christians have been praying to God in that place ever since. When
one enters Ely Cathedral, one is often drawn to the 19th century ceiling, or to the famous octagon tower. But I was drawn
to ground level. There, you can see the imprint of centuries of
human contact on the building itself. In the nave, from ground
level up to about six feet, the walls are darker. Centuries of
worshippers have come into that place and they have left their
mark. And in so many ways, one is reminded that this cathedral, like so many others, has, and continues to be, a place
where the praise of God is enacted and God meets us. It’s a
‘thin place’ between heaven and earth. But in the midst of that
beauty, as one enters the Lady Chapel, a different scene awaits.
While still a stunning room, and the largest Lady Chapel in
England, the walls have been defaced by iconoclasm. Every last
saint, angel, or martyr on the walls of the Lady Chapel has lost
its head. In that room, the excesses of reformist passions are
plain to see. And it’s hard to say that we should celebrate the
sort of extremism that drove men to deface this house of God.
In the end, Ely reminds me that while there is much to celebrate about the reforms of the 16th century, and that much
good has come from it, yet there remain aspects of reformist

history that cannot be celebrated. And so, as I pondered the
question of whether or not we should ‘celebrate’ the Reformations, I came to believe that the word ‘celebrate’ simply doesn’t
work. The term doesn’t do justice to the complexity of the historical narrative nor to the lives of men and women who lived
at that time. In addition, one should never celebrate the division of the Body of Christ.
Thankfully, the international ecumenical dialogue between the Roman Catholics and the Lutherans has given us a
gift. In their deliberations, they have argued that the Reformations should be ‘commemorated.’ Such an approach acknowledges the complexity of the historical narrative, the
wrongs that arose from reform movements that simply cannot
be celebrated, and the contributions that the various churches
now bring to our common witness. Luther and his fellow reformers may not have always been right, but the movements
they started have benefited us all. ND
Dr Ryan Nicholas Danker is Assistant Professor of
the History of Christianity at Wesley Theological Seminary
Diocese of London

Bishopric of Fulham
Parish of S Peter’s London Docks
and S John of Wapping

Saint Peter’s
London Docks

Proclaiming the Catholic Faith in Wapping since 1856

Rector and Parish Priest

Saint Peter’s was founded in the Catholic Faith and Tradition by Father
Lowder. Firm on this foundation of Faith, we continue active, real and
forward-looking in teaching and practice. We are a people of Christian
Hope, with a Vision of the future

We are a church family that has passed unanimously a Resolution
under the House of Bishops’ Declaration regarding the ministry of Bishops and Priests. This places us in the Episcopal care of the Bishop of
Fulham according to the terms of the London Plan
From the beginning our Clergy have been Priest Brothers of the Society
of the Holy Cross and we would wish this basis of priestly ministry to
continue

The parish is affiliated to Forward in Faith and The Society; our new
Priest will be Registered with the Society and share our foundation in
the Catholic Faith, sustain our Christian Hope and help us develop and
articulate a Vision for the future, both as individuals and a community

He will lead, encourage and deepen our sacramental life, our prayer,
devotion and spirituality

Our Church and our Saint Peter’s London Docks Primary School value
a close and constructive relationship. Our Priest will have an active interest in education; working with children and their families both in the
parish generally and in the School context
A Parish Profile and application form are available from:

Mrs Angela West. PA to the Bishop of Fulham
Office of the Bishop of Fulham, St Andrew’s Vicarage,
5 St Andrew’s Street, London, EC4A 3AF
020 7932 1130
angela.west@london.anglican.org
Closing date: 27th November 2017
Interviews: 18 December 2017
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Heroes of the Faith
This month we consider the impact of Bishop Lancelot Andrewes
Like James I and Charles I, Andrewes was a strong proponent of episcopal ecclesiology and traveled with James to Scotland in an attempt to dissuade the Scots of their preference of
Presbyterianism. In the end, these overtures were soundly rejected.
Andrewes died on 25 September 1626 at Winchester
House in Southwark (Southwark having not yet been created
as a separate diocese), and was buried beside the high altar at
what is now the Southwark Cathedral. ND

The National Assembly
will be held at
St Alban the Martyr, Holborn,
on Saturday 18 November 2017
Mass at 10.30 am:
Preacher, Fr Philip Barnes

M

ost of us associate Bishop Andrewes with the Authorized Version of the Bible. King James I initiated a new translation of the Christian Scriptures
arising out of the Hampton Court Conference of 1604 A.D.
Andrewes, who served successively as Bishop of Chichester,
Ely and Winchester, was chosen to oversee this project, owing
to his command of the English language. The Authorized Version of the Bible has since become one of the most influential
books of all time.
Whilst Andrewes died one year after the accession of
Charles I, his sermons had a profound effect on the monarch.
After Andrewes’ death, Charles ordered his sermons to be collected and published. So profound an effect had they in the
English-speaking world, that even T.S. Eliot was moved to convert to Anglicanism from Unitarianism after their reading.
According to Eliot, “they rank with the finest English prose of
their time, of any time.”
Also of interest to the English monarchy, James I asked
Andrewes to deliver a sermon after the infamous “Gunpowder
Plot” had been exposed, wherein Andrewes addresses the reason to institute its commemoration and to continue its celebration throughout the ages. Preached at Whitehall, one year
after the plot had failed, Andrewes states: And the very same
day wherin that appointment was disappointed by God, and
we all saved, that we might not die but live, and declare the
praise of the Lord: the Lord of whose doing, that marvellous
deed was, of whose making, this joyfull day is, that we celebrate.
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News from Forward in Faith
Ben Fowler
Since January, Ben Fowler has been in the Forward in
Faith office on Tuesdays, working on a number of
projects. Unfortunately, the pressures of his other job
have made it necessary for him to resign a couple of
months before his one-year contract would otherwise
have ended. We owe a significant debt of gratitude to
Ben, both for his work as temporary Administrative
Assistant last autumn and for the expertise and insights that he has contributed during his work for Forward in Faith over the last ten months. He hopes to
be at the National Assembly on 18 November.
Alison Shaw continues as our Administrative Assistant, working on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. Any emails that would previously have been sent
to Ben should now go to Alison (admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com).

Blood Missionary
Jenny Taylor believes menstruation holds the key to transformation in Kenya

‘M

enstruation is having its moment,’ says The
Guardian. What this means is that there is a
growing number of charities that understand
how profoundly bleeding affects individual life chances among
the poorest. Like female genital mutilation (FGM), menstruation has always been cloaked in social reticence, whether
from supernaturally sanctioned law, ‘taboo,’ the ‘yuck factor,’
or due to male control. But the effects of not bringing this most
basic fact of life into the light are surprisingly severe. Girls in
Kenya, where UK-based start-up Stamens is working, can lose
up to 13% of their education, consigning them to prejudice and
failure. Not only that—they are often forced to use rags, and
worse. Infections set in through lack of hygiene awareness, and
death is not uncommon.

There is a growing number of charities that
understand how profoundly bleeding
affects individual life chances among the
poorest.
Francis Gardom, an honorary assistant curate who has
ministered at St Stephen’s Church, Lewisham for almost 50
years, was made aware of the issue by The Economist, which in
2011 reported a successful pilot project in Ghana. Shortly before that, a Gambian Christian activist contacted him for help
getting sanitary provision to women in prison. ‘Withholding
the necessary provision was being used as a form of humiliation and punishment’ says Fr Francis. ‘It felt like something
manageable and to hand that I could help with.’ Fr Francis has
been helping, literally from his own pocket, ever since. But a
chance encounter when on a trip to Nairobi to attend
GAFCON 2—the second Global Anglican Fellowship Conference —convinced him that God was nudging him to do
more. His ‘minder’ for the week was one Revd Margaret
Mercy Onyango, by-all-accounts a force of nature, who was
already working on menstruation as part of her approach to
poverty in the Masala district in the remote northwest of
Kenya. They decided, on the conference delegates’ Nairobi bus,
to set up a charity in Britain that could support Mercy’s efforts
with funds and awareness raising. They decided to call it Stamens—Sanitary Towels and Menstruation.

That was in 2014. Three years later, with Stamens registered for tax purposes with HMRC and a staff team of two
and growing, Mercy is visiting London in October and will be
speaking at six London churches and to a Girls’ Brigade in Billericay. She will be accompanied by her two daughters, one of
whom she is still breast-feeding; it is strong women who get
things done in Africa, and being female need be no handicap.
In fact, that’s the point: her outfit, Margaret Mercy Ministries,
is all about releasing the Kingdom of God in girls’ lives. ‘We
are encouraging women in economic empowerment, to do
something for themselves. What they talk about all the time
is the stigma they feel from not being able to go school for fear
of leaking or stains. We address that, with Francis’ help.’

They are often forced to use rags, and
worse. Infections set-in through lack of
hygiene awareness, and death is not
uncommon.
It is perhaps hard for us to understand the insecurity of living in a cashless economy, where the harvest can fail—as it has
done again this year—and where HIV AIDS has orphaned
many, who then become prey to guardians, abuse, and premature pregnancy, But Mercy is there, and has plans for job creation in tailoring and fashion, a restaurant, and do-it-yourself
sanitary towel manufacture as more intermediate and affordable technology becomes available. In all this she is assisted by
Fr Francis; in her words: ‘I said: “I am going to use what the
Lord has blessed me with, and I am going to start on my own.”
But God put Francis in my path... Francis we love you!”’ ND
Dr Jenny Taylor is a director of Stamens.
Find out more at www.stamens.org.uk,
or follow on Twitter @stamensUK
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The Company of Heaven
Michael Fisher considers the place of angels in the mass

A

t the heart of the eucharist there lies the wonderful vesture and distinctive clerical attire; but how, I wonder, can
concept that, for a few precious moments, the veil you offer a glimpse of heaven, and present the mass as the most
between this world and the next is so palpably thin powerful tool of mission and evangelism with clergy clad in
that our earthly worship becomes one with that of the church jeans, T-shirt and trainers, slouching behind a makeshift altar
triumphant in its adoration of Our Lord Jesus Christ, present more suited to the pasting of wallpaper than the celebration
both on his throne of heavenly glory, and upon our altars as of the holy mysteries? Remember that it was a combination
he comes to us in the blessed sacrament. It is a breathtaking of gorgeous heaven-pointing ritual and passionate concern for
thought, and one which should ever fill us with awe and won- the forgotten poor that characterized the leaders of the Vicder, praise and thanksgiving.
torian Catholic Revival, and it filled their churches.
th
When, in the 9 century, envoys were sent from Russia
The role of liturgy in the work of mission and evangelism
(Kievan Rus) – as yet unconverted – to Constantinople to dis- may be one area of ‘mutual flourishing’ in which we could join
cover what Christian faith and worship was all about, they vis- forces with Anglican Catholic Future and perhaps the Prayer
ited the magnificent church of Hagia
Book Society too, in promoting our
Sophia where they experienced for the
churches
as exemplary centres of excelI wonder, can you offer a
first time the rich splendours of the Eastlence in the conduct of worship in the
glimpse of heaven
ern Orthodox liturgy. The language, the
broadest sense, and not just ‘high mass
music and the ritual were all totally forwith all the trimmings’. While on holiday
eign to them, but it spoke to them so dramatically and power- at a south-coast resort last year, I looked up the ND parish difully that they said, ‘We knew not whether we were on earth rectory for a suitable church to attend, and found one which,
or in heaven’. As a consequence, Russia adopted the Orthodox intriguingly, offered an ‘informal eucharist’ after the main Sunfaith, which has flourished there ever since, even through day mass, so I chose to go along to it. ‘Informal?’ – yes, to a dedecades of savage persecution under the Bolsheviks, and it is gree it was, in that it was a fairly simple low mass with two
very much alive today. One of my tutors in theological college hymns accompanied on piano, a modified eucharistic prayer,
was an Orthodox who, when asked what he thought was the and only the celebrant vested (in full vestments, of course); but
main difference between Orthodox
‘dumbed-down’ it most certainly
and Anglican worship, replied, ‘Oh,
was not, though clearly suited to
that’s easy. The Orthodox are lookfamilies with children, and those
ing for heaven; you Anglicans are aljust finding their way into the faith.
ways looking for the right page’, and
There was the maximum amount of
of course he had a valid point.
lay involvement in the liturgy, a
Nowadays it might well be a case of
short reflective homily on the gospel
‘icononstasis vs OHP screen’!
for the day, and all encompassed
It is my belief that worship –
within little more than half an hour.
and supremely eucharistic worship
It shows what can be done within
– should offer a foretaste of the glothe essential structure of the mass
ries of heaven. If our churches fail to
without any loss of dignity or sense
offer that kind of experience, reinof occasion, and I was more than
forced by sound teaching, then
happy to go again this year.
people of all ages may find themThe current quest for alterselves drawn to less wholesome
native spiritualities includes a
forms of spirituality, such as astrolstrange fascination with angels.
ogy, occultism, ouija boards and
Many gift-shops, jewellers’ shops
séances, to say nothing of the ghouland greetings-card shops carry a
ish paraphernalia surrounding the
range of ‘angel’ figures: little ornaannual cash-driven ‘celebration’ of
ments, pendants, key-fobs, keepHallowe’en. Yet within certain parts
sakes and suchlike. Whatever one
of the Church of England there has
might make of these, it seems to me
been a steady erosion of customary
that their growing popularity redignity and decorum in favour of
flects a belief amongst people of no
‘dumbing-down’ worship to make it
particular religious affiliation that
conform to current secular trends.
there are spiritual beings different
Hence the recent moves in General
from ourselves, but who act as
Synod towards laxity in matters of
guardians and guides, and here
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again our churches have a significant teaching role.
pet, to begin the cycle all over again as we look towards AdSo what have the holy scriptures and holy church to say vent, but with that vision ever in our minds - which brings us
about angels? From Genesis to Revenicely back to where I began: the
lation, the references to angels are so
mass,
which takes us week by week
Finally all reaches a glorious
many and various that their existence
as it were to the top of the tower, to
crescendo and finale in the
is never in doubt. The Church’s view
catch a vision of what lies beyond,
of angels is derived from the Bible’s
and the ultimate victory in which we
celebration of Christ the King.
teaching about the closeness of these
all hope to share in the company of
spiritual beings to God, and their value in helping us mortals. the eternal king, with the angels and the saints ‘on whose conThe angels’ faithful service is centred upon their love of God, stant intercession we rely for unfailing help’. ND
and their ministry to us is a response to God’s will. A specific
ministry of the angels within the mass occurs in some of the
Fr Michael Fisher is a priest at St Michael’s, Cross Heath.
eucharistic prayers in use today: ‘Almighty God, we pray that
your angel may take this sacrifice to your altar in heaven....’
The ‘company of heaven’ is one of the major themes of the
last few weeks of ordinary time before we begin the new Christian year, and so these weeks should never be viewed as the
‘fag-end’ of the cycle; quite the reverse in fact. First comes the
Feast of SS Michael, Gabriel and Raphael, followed by the
Holy Guardian Angels on 2 October; then All Saints’ and All
Souls’ and all that they have to teach us about life and death
and what lies beyond. Finally all reaches a glorious crescendo
and finale in the celebration of Christ the King.
Moving through this part of the Christian year is, to my
mind, a bit like climbing a tall church tower: moving ever onwards and upwards. Here and there the spiral staircase is illuminated by little windows which give glimpses of the world
outside and below: first a bit of the church roof, then perhaps
a view of the churchyard, then the tops of houses and other
parts of the town; and from the upper levels, the surrounding
countryside and distant hills. Finally, having emerged from the
staircase onto the top of the tower, it all fits together in an exhilarating 360-degree panorama, with the sky arching above.
So it is with our journey to the end of the Christian year, with
its various commemorations and observances giving insights
into various aspects of our faith. The Solemnity of Christ the
King is the point at which we come out on to the parapet, and
when everything fits together in one splendid panorama; the
world below and the heavens above, and Jesus Christ as SovMembers of RooT on the Religious Life Taster Day
ereign Lord of all. Then we have to come down from the para-
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A Life Dedicated to Prayer
Crispin Harrison remembers Monsignor Augustine Hoey, Oblate of the Order of St Benedict

O

n celebrating his hundredth birthday on 22 Decem- chores, gardening and study. Silence
ber 2015, Pope Francis honoured Kenneth Thomas was the rule during much of the day
Hoey, widely known as Father Augustine Hoey, by and throughout the night. Additionappointing him a Monsignor. It was a fitting accolade for a ally, Augustine joined in the ministry
person who could truly claim to be a ‘religious celebrity.’ Dur- of the Community in his second year
ing his long and distinguished life he made an unforgettable by preaching, giving retreats and quiet
impression on many people and places—delivering his mes- days and assisting in teaching weeks
sage of hope and unity with a passionate conviction, and a and parish missions. He made his first
courteous interest and empathy to all those he came across. profession in July 1950 and his final
He seemed to have an intrinsic understanding of human na- profession three years later.
ture and behaviour, its weaknesses, pains and difficulties.
He was entrusted with becoming
Kenneth was born in Leeds, where his father owned two warden of the newly established refootwear factories. His religious faith developed from boyhood treat house at Hemingford Grey near Cambridge and later Diand the theatrical services of Anglo-Catholicism both fasci- rector of the Fraternity, which involved travelling to visit
nated and had an intrinsic appeal to him. This included mak- groups of Companions around the country. Religious life was
ing one’s confession in the Sacrament of Reconciliation, a love always packed with activities to organise and plan. Augustine
of the saints (especially the Blessed Virgin Mary) and the ways arranged Sunday services at the quarry in the grounds of the
of praying taught in Catholic spirituality.
House at Mirfield and the July commemoration day when sevKenneth went up to St Edmund’s Hall, Oxford to read eral thousand people of all ages came to the Community to
Modern History, where he gained a third-class degree, his his- celebrate its life and work.
torical studies having rather suffered from too much time
Most inspirational, and entirely due to his theatrical and
spent with theatre productions and his
organisational ability, were Augustine’s
burgeoning spiritual interests.
It was a fitting accolade for a remarkable parish missions. With a
In January 1939, Kenneth trained
team of 20 visitors and parishioners,
person who could truly claim Augustine preached and performed the
for ordination at Cuddesdon theologito be a ‘religious celebrity’.
cal college, near Oxford. The austere
Gospel stories in vivid and colourful
existence here did not stop him from
tableaux, including the crucifixion of
‘looking the part.’ Always immaculately attired in a bow tie Jesus, requiring the careful direction of the many participants
and possessor of an extraordinary number of quality suits, and their costumes and making a deep and lasting impression
Kenneth’s smart wardrobe together with his good looks and on those who attended. The missions required months of
tall, upright stature meant he cut a dashing figure. Even after preparation and would last two weeks.
ordination he was to be seen sporting a tailored cassock and
His love of the theatre no doubt assisted him in his ability
cloak or long coat with a clerical hat. Throughout his long life to present and deliver powerful sermons. These showed his
his appearance mattered to him. He had dark hair but when great skill of being able to appeal to the heart and emotions of
grey appeared he began to dye it black (something he always the listener as well as their mind. Augustine always prepared
denied!) until after a long spell in hospital when this was not a full text and preached catholic orthodoxy as an Anglican,
possible and it returned to the white that nature intended. It and later as a Catholic. If he showed his text to someone and
could also be observed that Augustine never walked; he glided they objected to what he had written he would happily delete
effortlessly. His gestures were rather emphasized, as on the it without a word.
stage. His voice was soft but pitched high and the diction clear
In 1959, after eight years at the Community house, the Suas a bell, and though born a Yorkshireman, it was true to say perior, Fr Raymond Raynes CR, asked Augustine to travel to
that his accent never betrayed any trace of his origins.
the Sophiatown Priory in Johannesburg, South Africa with its
His first curacy, after being ordained deacon in 1940, was dependent churches in Soweto. The highly charged political
with Fr Ralph Bell CR, vicar of the parish of St Mary of Eton, situation in this country at the time, with apartheid being imin the East End of London. In 1944, the parish church was plemented in every aspect of society, seriously affected the
badly damaged by a bomb but Kenneth, although in the clergy Community’s work and ultimately led to them withdrawing
house next door, escaped with minor injuries. from the priory here. So, within a few months of arriving in
In April 1945, Kenneth was accepted to join the Community Johannesburg, Augustine was asked to move to Sekukuniland
of the Resurrection, Mirfield in the West Riding of Yorkshire as prior of the house at Jane Furse Mission Hospital.
and entered their novitiate, where he took the name of AuSekukuniland, some 250 kilometres north-east of Johangustine. Daily life for the 17 novices at that time was a rigorous nesburg, has the feel of a semi-desert landscape, a quiet place,
one. They attended seven offices and the mass, and spent some and one deeply conducive to prayer. There was a small, beautwo hours in individual prayer as well as doing household tiful chapel, though most of the surrounding population had
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not accepted the Christian faith. Much of Augustine’s would receive a card with detailed information about the
thoughts and challenges at this time were summarized in his cleaning tasks they were expected to perform, where the maletters—later published as Trembling on the Edge of Eternity by terials needed could be found, what was required and when
Anthony Pinchin and Graeme Jolly.
finished how to wash and put away the cloths and machines
In 1961, Augustine was called back to Mirfield to be used.
Prior—effectively number two to the Superior and with parWhile in Sunderland, Augustine developed Parkinson’s
ticular responsibility for the day-to-day running of the House. and other health problems. He felt that he should give up his
He was soon in action updating cleaning rotas and organising rigorous life and so in 1980 came back to Mirfield as Sacristan.
the effective running of the community of about forty resident Four years later, Augustine was again to make the trip down
brethren—a number that rose to fifty during the thrice-yearly south to St Katharine’s, no longer now as Master but as a
General Chapters—as well as the novices, guests and staff.
member of the small team of brothers and sisters. In January
In August 1965, the sudden death of the Superior, Fr 1993, the Community withdrew from St Katharine’s because
Jonathan Graham CR, meant Augustine became the ‘stop-gap’ of insufficient brethren to staff it and, on 29 September, four
head of the Community until the new superior was elected in of the brethren, including Augustine, moved into a former vicJanuary 1966. The resultant overwork took its toll on him arage in Burghley Street, Covent Garden.
physically and during June and July 1966 he spent several
The previous year, the Church of England had voted to
weeks in hospital.
ordain women as priests. Augustine was clear that he could
Once recovered, Augustine was elected Prior of the Com- not accept this, and gradually recognized that he must become
munity’s London house in Hola Roman Catholic. Two years
land Park. When this house was
Perhaps more than most, Augustine later, he arranged to see Cardinal
sold two years later, he took up
Hume and, on 9 April 1994, the
residence in the East End at the had a vivid awareness of the spiritual Cardinal received him into full
ancient Royal Foundation of St
communion with the Catholic
dimension of reality.
Katharine, a retreat and conferChurch. For the time being Auence facility under the patronage of H.M. Queen Elizabeth, gustine remained in the Priory in Covent Garden while the
the Queen Mother, who would visit every other year. The Community considered whether he should remain a member
small group of brethren, with sisters of the Deaconess Com- or be released. The majority of the brethren felt he could conmunity of St Andrew, maintained the daily Mass and fourfold tinue in the Community but Augustine decided that in all condaily offices of prayer in the chapel and together cared for the science he should leave and he moved to occupy
guests as well as doing pastoral work in other places. Augus- accommodation at Charterhouse. Having been made a Benetine’s ever-immaculate study-bedroom was in the main room dictine oblate at Cockfosters and then ordained deacon, the
of the eighteenth century merchant’s house, with walls covered 79-year-old Augustine was ordained priest by Cardinal Hume
with Italianate paintings of ships. A large rosary stretched on 20 February 1995. His active ministry, however, continued
down the centre of his divan bed.
apace with hearing confessions, giving spiritual direction, reIn July 1972, Augustine relinquished his position at St treats and preaching missions. Charterhouse was not the place
Katharine’s and returned to Mirfield as an ordinary brother to exercise such a ministry and so he was glad to move to the
without any office. He believed that God was calling him to clergy house attached to Westminster Cathedral.
immerse himself more fully in prayer and devotion, including
Augustine normally lived an austere life. He never put on
rising at 3 a.m. to say Matins, saying the seven daily offices, weight but still managed to enjoy the good things in life—food,
and spending as much time as possible in silence, contempla- drink and holidays. Malta was a favourite travel destination
tion and intercession. Perhaps more than most, Augustine had where he would go for some rest and recuperation with his
a vivid awareness of the spiritual dimension of reality. He was younger sister, Patricia, to whom he was very close.
immensely conscious of God’s immediate presence, of the proIn his final years, Augustine moved to St Peter’s Residence,
tection of angelic powers and the power of evil, often remark- Vauxhall. While continuing to hear confessions and give spiring on the atmosphere of certain places, whether beneficent itual direction he increasingly spent more time in contemplaor hostile.
tion. He felt drawn, however, to return to Walsingham. Our
In 1973, the Community reluctantly approved Augustine’s Blessed Lady Mary had always had a special place in his heart
desire to live apart in a rented flat in a huge apartment block since his first visit to the shrine in 1937. Walsingham, he said,
in Hulme, Manchester. He promptly named the two-storey was a place ‘trembling on the edge of eternity.’ So, aged 98, Auflat, ‘Emmaus.’ When other members of the Community gustine finally returned to his beloved Walsingham to live a
joined him in 1977 they moved into a redundant vicarage in life of contemplation and intercession for the Church and the
Sunderland that had rooms for brethren and guests as well as world and especially for the unity of all Christians. He had
a chapel. A notable feature here was attendance on Sundays hoped to die there, but after passing his hundredth birthday
at the parish church and on other days at the nearby Roman it was right for him to return to St Peter’s Residence where
Catholic church and the Methodist chapel as an expression of peacefully the call came on 26 September 2017. May he rest
Christian unity. Augustine had a reputation for being espe- in peace. ND
cially house proud and no one was exempt from assisting to
Fr Crispin Harrison is a member of
keep the place clean and tidy. Indeed, every morning a guest
the Community of the Resurrection, Mirfield
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The Bethlehem Icon Centre
Ian Knowles discusses the Bethlehem Icon Centre

B

ethlehem is a place laden with expectations, presumptions and mythology. From carols to political demonstrations, from declarations of peace on earth to
endless years of war and violence, this tiny place has struck a
big chord over many long centuries.
I arrived in Bethlehem back in early 2008 when I came as
a volunteer to help restore some wall paintings in an Orthodox
church, and very soon I had a number of people wanting to be
trained as iconographers. However, there was no opportunity
to do that to a reasonable standard, and, even if there was
there was, no way to make a reasonable living from their work.
The expectation was you should be able to learn to paint an
icon in 6 months and then start selling through the tourist
shops, where artists receive just 10% of what they sold for, so
it was difficult to expect people to invest their time in proper
training.

I remain amazed at what God really had
in mind, and humbled at how much has,
in reality, been achieved despite many
challenges and setbacks. I thank God,
with amazement, that he has done this
For centuries there had been icon workshops in Bethlehem where people were trained as an artist’s apprentice, but
these had withered away and disappeared altogether by the
1940s. There was thus a need to establish a school and a workshop where iconography could be taught properly, where icons
could be made to a high standard and sold for a fair price, and
the Palestinian Christians given something of their spiritual
heritage back.
But was I the right person to do this? The sad fact was that
while I might not be the world’s most talented artist or most
knowledgeable iconographer, there wasn’t anyone else able or
willing to share their skills, and no one with a vision for a
School of Icon Painting. Many local people, when I mentioned
the idea to them, rolled their eyes and said: ‘You can’t do that

here because…’ and out would come a long list of discouragements. Others, however, were very enthusiastic about the idea,
especially back in the UK. I thought and prayed about all that
I heard, discussed it over with several people much wiser than
I, dismissed the gainsayers, while noting some of the more realistic observations, and in the end couldn’t see anything that
said it wasn’t worth a try.

The Icon Centre has become something
I could never have envisaged five years
ago. with 35 students, the Centre has
become an oasis for locals weighed down
by the situation here
I have always had the conviction that if God wants you to
do something for Him, everything necessary is already there,
we just have to go look for it, a bit like a treasure hunt. In looking for it, we have to be like the disciples sent out two by two,
with no spare tunic. Stripped to the bare necessities, God has
the freedom to work with us on His own terms. And so God’s
kingdom bursts through the cracks and fissures of our lives,
bringing His light and love into our broken, needy world—
often through our broken and needy selves.
It certainly took me far beyond my comfort zone as I
began to explore what it would mean to get the idea off the
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ground. I tried to keep my expectations
taken students to paint in residence at
low, and to set things up so we would be
Lichfield Cathedral for a whole summer
able to survive, if necessary, on a wing
on a major commission, which will be reand a prayer. Some of the most enthusipeated again next year, God willing. Who
astic supporters came up with some
could possibly have thought all this would
money, not so much but just enough to
have been possible?
make it possible for me to survive while
The vision long ago took on a shape
spending time teaching. I had to go withof its own making, as Christians from all
out health care, and as of now I live in my
backgrounds, including those who have
very pleasant, if a little cramped, office. I
lapsed from attending the church’s
have cut my overheads in the UK to a
liturgy, find a place where faith is central
minimum, getting rid of my car and so
but with the freedom to be honest to
on. Without too many financial presthemselves and others about what they
sures I have been able to navigate our dedo or don’t believe. The Icon is our
velopment to be an authentic spiritual
Creed, and the Presence of Jesus, his
experience rooted in the Gospel and our
Mother and the saints is tangible as peace
relationship with Christ, His Blessed
and beauty radiating out from this holy
Mother and the saints without compromise.
city and its deep spiritual patrimony. This vision is now being
The Icon Centre has become something I could never taken to heart by local people, with our company board all
have envisaged five years ago. With 35 students, the Centre comprising Palestinians except for me, and the post of Direchas become an oasis for locals weighed down by the situation tor taken over by one of my former students. We have the suphere, while we have also attracted religious people from vari- port of the Minister of Culture, who intends that we play a
ous communities, some local, some from further afield. We are significant part in Bethlehem being the Arab Capital of Culjust about to welcome our second hermit this year! We have a ture for 2019. Increasingly, we are being known among the
relationship with the Prince’s
local church communities and
School of Traditional Arts in
I have always had the conviction that if trust is being built, not least
London, which enables our stuthrough the priests and religious
God
wants
you
to
do
something
for
Him,
dents to study for their certifipeople studying with us.
cate in icon painting, and our
I gave myself ten years as a
everything necessary is already there,
first two students should gradurealistic timeframe within
we just have to go look for it, a bit like which to establish the Icon Cenate this Christmas. Hopefully, in
a treasure hunt
the New Year, we will comtre, and to see it passed into the
mence the final development
hands of others, preferably local
stage by establishing the workshop, with these two students Palestinian Christians, and to instill in them a great love for
working alongside me on our fortunately long list of commis- this precious treasure of their ancient culture. Half way
sions. This will be the transitioning from students to junior through, I remain amazed at what God really had in mind,
iconographers, and in time to being iconographers in their own and humbled at how much has, in reality, been achieved deright.
spite many challenges and setbacks. I thank God, with amazeI had no clear idea at the start as to what the Icon Centre ment, that he has done this, and absolutely certain that, really,
would be like, and I have been surprised
I have just been a guy on the sidelines
by all the different elements that have
caught up is something absolutely marcome to make it up. We have our buildvelous, and far beyond anything I could
ings, which are rent free, provided by one
have earned or deserve.
of our supporters who is committed to
If you would like to know more then
shoring up the dwindling Christian presplease visit our website—www.bethleence in Bethlehem. We have a cafeteria,
hemiconcentre.org—where you will also
a chapel on the ancient route into Bethfind details of how to become a Friend of
lehem used by Mary and Joseph that
the Icon Centre, and about the intensive
first Christmas night, we are a registered
one-week courses we offer twice a year
company with the Palestinian Authority,
especially for people abroad to come and
we have the patronage of the Melkite Pastudy with us. There is also information
triarch of Antioch, the support of the
about the Holy Land Iconography Trust,
Prince of Wales, and have made icons for
which is a UK registered charity dedichurches and people all over the world.
cated to supporting us financially. Please
We have one commissioned by an Anglido mention us in your prayers. ND
can church in Rome to be blessed during
the first ever visit of a Pope to an ordiIan Knowles is Principal of the Bethlehem
nary Anglican community, and have
Icon School.
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Encounter with Christ
David Chislett encouragement in the New Evangelization promoted by two
recent popes

O

ne of the recurring themes of Joseph Ratzinger’s married woman recovministry (before as well as after he became Pope ers her virginity by diBenedict XVI) is the Catholic life as an ongoing per- vorce’.
sonal encounter with Christ.
That this is true
In 2004 he observed that in the West, ‘Christianity is seen hardly needs to be
as an old tradition, weighed down by old commandments, stated. Although it is
something we already know which tells us nothing new; a not unfashionable in our day to speak of ‘spirituality’ as a warm
strong institution, one of the great instituand fuzzy aspect of being human, and altions that weigh on our shoulders . . . If we
A post-Christian man is though there are still amiable agnostics and
stay with this impression, we do not live the
friendly atheists about, modern European
not a Pagan
essence of Christianity, which is an ever
culture clearly nurses at its heart a specific
new encounter, an event thanks to which
hatred for creedal Christianity in general
we can encounter the God who speaks to us, who approaches and for the Church in particular. Without disputing that much
us, who befriends us’.
of this is well deserved, the impartial observer is puzzled at
That puts it in a nutshell.
the way it contrasts with the amazing lengths to which the
Cardinal Ratzinger went on to say that if we fail to under- same liberal culture will go in its accommodating and even enstand Christianity ‘in a personal way, from the point of view couraging Islam.
as encounter with Christ . . . if this encounter is not realized,
For John Paul II the New Evangelization certainly inwhich touches the heart, all the rest remains like a weight, al- cluded the faithful proclamation of the Gospel so that those
most like something absurd’. (An interview published in the who respond will personally encounter Christ. (Remember
Italian Catholic weekly Vita Trentina 8th May 2004, transla- that on the very night in 1978 of ’ Cardinal Wojtyla’s election
as Bishop of Rome, the evangelist Billy Graham was preaching
tion by Zenit)
Benedict and those around him continued to use the ex- the Gospel message in the Cardinal’s cathedral in
pression, ‘the new evangelization’ which had been coined by Krakow). But, according to his Apostolic Exhortation Ecclesia
Pope St John Paul II. What is ‘new’ about it? Evangelization in America (1999) the New Evangelization also includes the
has always meant reaching those who have never heard the renewal of the Church in the Holy Spirit, so that she might
Gospel so that they might encounter Christ, and become part live in the world truly as a supernatural community of faith
of the Church - his community of faith and love. But in our and love that works toward the ‘re-evangelization’ of the West,
time John Paul and Benedict added a new dimension, a new even in the sense of developing ‘a clearly conceived, serious and
focus . . . the ‘re-evangelization’ of peoples and cultures that well organized effort to evangelize culture’. He went on to say
were once Christian but have become ‘post-Christian’. Indeed, that ’the gift of his Spirit and his love are meant for each and
ever the realist, Benedict has for years seen the entire West in every people and culture, in order to bring them all into unity
that category. Hence his prophetic radio talk as a young the- after the perfect unity existing in the Triune God’,
Unfortunately, the New Evangelization is itself a vision
ologian in 1969, outlining what some now call the ‘Benedict
option’, when it’s not really an ‘option’ at all, but a realistic pre- that easily fragments. There are those who concentrate only
on Gospel proclamation to the indidiction of how normal it will be for
western Christians during the next
The gift of Christ’s Spirit and his vidual, and those who neglect it.
There are those who concentrate
couple of generations to live, worship
love
are
meant
for
each
and
every
only on congregational life, and those
and evangelize in small clusters of
people and culture
who neglect it. And there are those
supportive, praying communities,
who concentrate only on being the
without a lot of the props that ‘Christendom’ has provided over the centuries, and on which we yeast leavening the lump of culture and those who neglect it.
As understood by John Paul II and Benedict XVI, the New
have come to rely.
Another fairly brutal realist when considering the com- Evangelization is an integration of these aspects of what it
plexities of even communicating the faith in post-Christian means to be living in an ongoing encounter with the Lord. It
Europe was C.S. Lewis. In his 1945 lecture De Description Tem- gives us a vision for bearing witness to Christ in a post-Chrisporum he pointed out the foolishness of imagining that ‘the tian world that enables us to persevere in times of discouragehistorical process allows mere reversal’, that Europe can come ment and difficulty. ND
out of Christianity ‘by the same door as in she went’ and find
Fr David Chislett is an assistant priest at St Luke's, Kingston.
herself back where she was. ‘It is not what happens. A postHis blog can be read at http://www.fministry.com/
Christian man is not a Pagan; you might as well think that a
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GLORIOUS IN HIS SAINTS

J

ohn Trillek was a conscientious and pastoral minded Bishop
of Hereford (1344-1360) who scarcely left his diocese, concentrating on providing clergy to minister to the faithful at a
time of plague. The little church in the Golden Valley at Vowchurch had just been rebuilt so on November 21st 1348 he consecrated three altars there, and issued an indulgence, beginning:
“God who is glorious in his saints has appointed them to be
fitly venerated on earth to his own glory, so that those whom
he magnificently glorifies in heaven the world should cultivate
to its profit and benefit.”
The High altar was dedicated to Almighty God and in honour of the Virgin Mary, and the martyrs John the Baptist,
Bartholomew, Laurence and King Ethelbert; of two nave altars
that on the north side in honour of the Virgin Mary and of
saints Blaise, Gregory and Thomas [Cantilupe] and that on the
south side to Mary Magdalen, Agnes, Cecilia, Catherine, Margaret and Milburga [like Ethelbert and Thomas Cantilupe, a
saint of the diocese]. Forty days’ indulgence ‘in perpetuity’ was
granted to people visiting this church or to donors towards the
lighting, vestments or other ornaments of the church, or to
making or painting of images of the saints.
Those altars are no longer in place, though a 17th century
screen survives where two of them would have stood, and one
of the altar slabs remains, built into a window sill in the nave.
A full translation of the indulgence can be found at: Diana
Webb, Pilgrimage in Medieval England, London, Hambledon,
2000, p.95. ND
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Editorial
T

his month marks the 25th Anniversary of Forward in Faith – and what
a 25 years they have been! They
have seen us win the battle but lose the war
on the vexed question of the ordination of
women, emerging, however, with a settlement that should work and which continues
to require us to defend it. Looking around
the Anglican Communion the fate of other
Anglo-Catholics has not been as positive.
They have been further marginalized and
persecuted, and our prayers are with them,
particularly for our near neighbours in Scotland and Wales. In the United States and
Canada there has been a fragmenting of the
catholic movement into different jurisdictions and rival factions. These fractures have
not allowed for a strong voice for catholic
Christians in the Anglican Churches there.
These divisions must be avoided here in England. If we cannot speak with a united voice,
if we cannot get behind our bishops, the solution is not to go off and join, or, indeed,
found, another Anglican denomination. If
Forward in Faith and The Society are to be
able to have a ministry and mission for the
next 25 years we need to continue to work
for the unity of our catholic movement. If
such unity is not possible, if we were to lose
sacramental assurance, then the solution
does not come in joining with yet another
smaller denomination or grouping, but
rather in looking for a larger and more stable
place in which to minister. Jesus prayed that
we might all be one and this needs to be our
focus. To that end we need to ensure that our
movement is at the centre of ecumenical endeavour and discussion, for example,
through the work of the Anglican Centre in
Rome, and other ecumenical bodies in the
church. In doing this we show that there are
still parts of the Church of England that hold
and teach the historic faith and wish to share
that faith with others. In our parishes we also
have a part to play in local ‘Churches Together’ groups and ecumenical projects. The
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focus of Forward in Faith over the past 25
years has necessarily been on the political nature of the church. This work will not go
away: Forward in Faith will continue to
speak out against those who would undermine the settlement with regard to the ordination of women, and we will continue to
defend the nature of the Sacrament of Confession and the Sacrament of Marriage.
There are those who seek to undermine the
nature of the Church; and our task is to defend the historic faith – not as a museum
piece but as something that transforms lives:
something that has transformed our lives,
and that we believe can transform the lives
of others. This means we need to think seriously about our theology; in so many parts
of the Church of England theology has been
exchanged for feeling. We need to make sure
that we in the catholic movement are fully
engaged in theology: this may not always win
the day in the General Synod or in local discussions, but it is an expression of the way in
which we remain true to our heritage and a
sure way to look to the future. As a catholic
movement we do not live in a vacuum, and
there are other groups in the Church of England who do not share our theological objections to the ordination of women to the
priesthood but nevertheless share our
catholic outlook. There are calls for us to
work more closely together in mission and
evangelism. Careful thought and theological
clarity on both sides will help us to perceive
how this might work and flourish. There will
be things we can do together and things we
cannot: eucharistic presidency will always be
at the forefront of our concerns here. There
are those who would be glad to see the settlement ripped up and thrown away and our
movement removed from the Church of
England. Our task is to prove that not only
are we here to stay, but that we are here both
to stay and to engage with others both within
the Church of England and outside it. ND

the way we live now
Christopher Smith recalls the misery of the Freshers’ Fair

T

his may seem like a strange committee, he told them in an email im- times.
question to raise in a print mediately leaked to a university newspaFeigning fear of Christianity is becommagazine, but I wonder how per, wanted the event to be a ‘secular ing another weapon in the secularists’ armuch longer print publications are going space.’ Why would that be? Ah well, he moury. What on earth, for instance,
to last. The Independent newspaper went said, since they couldn’t guarantee that possessed people on a train coming into
‘online only’ early last year, and now ‘every major belief system’ would be rep- London from Surrey during the mornGlamour magazine (not a publication to resented, they would run the risk of ing rush-hour recently to prise open the
which I have ever subscribed but de- ‘alienating’ new students. ‘This sort of doors between stations and climb out
scribed by the Times as ‘one of the most alienation or micro-aggression is regu- onto tracks with live rails in order to ‘essuccessful glossy magazines of recent larly dismissed as not important,’ but cape’ from a ‘street’ preacher quoting
years’) has stopped publishing a print ‘historically, Christianity’s influence on from the Old Testament? Until five
edition. I looked up the new web version many marginalised communities has minutes ago, if you’d heard somebody on
and quickly learned that Lidl are about been damaging in its methods of conver- a train telling you that ‘death is not the
to start selling a ‘hangover-free prosecco,’ sion and rules of practice, and is still end’ and preaching about Jesus not apand that ‘you can now buy Ikea furniture used in many places as an excuse for ho- proving of sex outside marriage, you’d
for your pet.’ For a split second I was in- mophobia and certain forms of neo- have just sunk a little lower into your
terested in the second story, but given colonialism.’
seat and drawn the paper up in front of
that Bella has never, ever slept in
your face. Now it seems that such
the cat-bed I bought her on the Balliol has always been a slightly funny a person is as much to be feared as
day I collected her, I moved on
college, but the vice-president of the the man with a bomb in a bucket.
quite quickly.
Whose fault is that? Those who
JCR Committee managed to surpass
Well, times change, and the
would kill and maim us with
modern world has a maxim that
bombs on commuter trains, or the
even my expectations.
‘nothing lasts forever.’ Christianmilitant secularists who have been
ity is on its way out in this country, isn’t
Yikes! Never mind that, following the working to convince people that Chrisit? Who cares about those old fairy sto- Lord’s teaching, practising Christians are tianity is something to be afraid of beries any more? And for some, it would likely to be less violent and more gener- cause of (err...) the Crusades and
be better if Christianity were eradicated ous than the general population, and (umm...) the Inquisition? A bit of each,
rather than simply tolerated. There was that many a young person struggling to I imagine.
an irritating little incident that made the come to terms with who they are has
And so those who want to make
news last month from the Junior Com- been quietly helped on the journey of Christian mission seem peculiar and
mon Room of Balliol College, Oxford— self-acceptance by a kind Christian com- frightening teach Christians that it is all
not meaning the room itself, but the munity; in the world of Freddy Potts, the more important to do mission, even
undergraduate body of the college. Bal- Christians are only homophobic and though they are making it harder. And
liol has always been a slightly funny col- neo-colonialist, whatever that means. In we must keep doing it not only because
lege, but the vice-president of the JCR the end, finding itself under scrutiny, the Jesus told us to, but because we care
Committee managed to surpass even my JCR Committee decided to allow a sin- about the society in which we live. Neil
expectations by emailing the college’s gle, multi-faith stall, but not to allow MacGregor, erstwhile Director of the
Christian Union to tell them that they anyone to man it (if you’ll forgive the British Museum, is about to begin a new
couldn’t have a stall at the Freshers’ Fair. micro-aggression).
Radio 4 series about sacred objects in the
That’s the ghastly event in all our univerBut, of course, banning a Christian museum called Living with the Gods. ‘We
sities at which those who run clubs and group risks violating the principle of free [in contemporary Britain] are trying to
societies, from stamp collectors to rugger speech, so the JCR itself (which is to say do something that no society has really
buggers, have since time immemorial set those members of the undergraduate done,’ he says. ‘We are trying to live withup stalls and given out leaflets and en- body who could bear to go to a meeting) out an agreed narrative of our commucouraged people to come along to meet- played the free speech card successfully nal place in the cosmos and in time.’
ings, rehearsals, training sessions and and had the decision unanimously over- Funnily enough, all those societies at the
even worship.
turned for future years. And all this Freshers’ Fair are competing with the
One Freddy Potts was the messenger playing at politics, so beloved of Balliol suffocating inertia of our times. How do
(recently a member of the winning team students for many a generation, would you give meaning to people who are too
on University Challenge), and his line with be of no interest whatsoever to the world afraid to commit themselves to anything?
the Christian Union was that they outside were it not for that nagging feelFr Christopher Smith is
shouldn’t be allowed to have a stall. The ing that it is something of a sign of the
the Vicar of St Alban's Holborn
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views, reviews and previews
art
JASPER JOHNS
‘Something resembling truth’
Royal Academy
until 11th December, 2017
Jasper Johns (b. 1930) was a great artist
in New York in the 1950s and 60s. Along
with Robert Rauschenberg, Merce Cunningham and John Cage he was part of a
new direction in post-Jackson Pollock
American art. Despite the simplicity of
his work Johns became a progenitor of
Pop Art and Conceptualism and Minimalism. To some he is also Neo-Dadaist.
And there are nods to Duchamp in his
work, and to Picasso and Degas and
Grünewald.
Johns’ early paintings look like something a child might do - except no child
ever does - yet Johns is a thinking
painter. He drew on Freud and Wittgenstein to develop his ideas about sex and
death, and the meaning of symbols in
context. But he is a painter who loves to
paint, often in thick, fast-drying encaustic. He also sculpts and makes prints,
and uses collage and found objects.
There is little of Johns’ work on show in
this country and this is the first retrospective in the U.K. for forty years. It’s
very good the Royal Academy has given
us this opportunity to get to know some
of his output.
The not very big elephant-in-theroom, disguised by the show’s thematic
emphasis, is that John’s later works do
not have the same energy and zest and
intellectual rightness of his earlier ones.
His core idea that meaning is created by
context, and that symbols therefore have
a different, fluid presence outside of context, is a little thin-stretched over fifty
years. The much larger elephant-in-theroom is that that idea misses the point.
Just as Freud thought repression was a
good and necessary thing, only for people to think repression got in the way of
authenticity, so the point about symbols
is that they have to exist in a context.
Outside of context they don’t exist.
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Of course, we don’t go to artists for
philosophy, we go to them for a vision
and whether they are able to transmit
that vision. On that score Jasper Johns is
worth a good look: which is what he
wanted. Apart from art works dreamt
up in the bath - they represent a distinct
topos in his œuvre - an important element in Johns’ painting is the transmission of vision, what he described as a
moment of grace which helps us see beyond what we usually see in an object.
The defining example of that grace for
Johns was a momentary sight of the
colours and pattern of a passing automobile. That became the seed of some of his
abstract patterns. And these patterns
serve the classic and inspiring aspect of
Johns’ work – they make us see afresh.
Yet for all the thought and intention
behind his work it’s very easy to glance
at a Johns’ painting and think ‘There’s
nothing much here.’ But that would be
shallow looking. The pieces in this exhibition need time or they don’t make
sense. It helps to have an understanding
of some of Johns’ private mythology to
get the references and to confirm what
we might sense he is trying to achieve.
Anything else is art gallery flim-flam,
and the curators at the Academy have
mercifully avoided that — they even repeat one introductory piece in three different rooms. But once we have the
confidence to trust that what we see
does fit in with what Johns is trying to
achieve then the works help us catch a

glimpse of the world in a new light.
The simplicity of Johns’ (early) subject
matter helps. The point is to help people
to see, not by putting them through a series of complex optical hoops which only
the initiated and the leisured can grasp,
like, say, a visual equivalent of Radical
Orthodoxy. Instead, by taking everyday
objects and making painted or sculpted
versions of them, the objects and their
painting/sculpting can be seen afresh.
So, Johns has repeatedly painted targets, maps, numbers and the American
flag. Each target or flag could be used as
a target or flag, the signifying being the
signified and all very semiotic, or quasisacramental. But the ten bronzes ‘0-9’
are very satisfying to look at. Yes, you
can have a sense of the symbols aside
from their use as numbers. More to the
point, the balance and the different
shades of the metal and the figuration
are pleasing and harmonious.
It is possible that Johns lacks the technical ability to paint figures — as did
JMW Turner — but that doesn’t matter
when you look at one of his flag paintings. These are pictures of the Stars and
Stripes, some on an orange background,
some in white and collage, and all usable
as flags. That utility is hardly the point.
The paint and its application are the
thing. These markings can’t be imagined
and reproductions are particularly unhelpful.
Owen Higgs

books

CHARLES DARWIN
Victorian Mythmaker
A.N.Wilson
John Murray 438 pp. £25
ISBN 978-1444794885

DAILY, DAILY, SING TO MARY
Celebrating with Our Lady Every
Day of the Year
Paul Haﬀner
Gracewing 619pp £20
ISBN 978 0852448960
Written as his personal contribution for
the hundredth anniversary of the apparitions of Our Lady at Fatima, Paul
Haffner brings his impressive credentials
as a professor of theology at Rome’s esteemed Gregorian University to bear
upon this contemporary Marian calendar. Although looking like a weighty
tome due to its length of more than six
hundred pages, readers should not be
daunted by tackling this text which gives
historical explanations of a great many
places and feasts associated with the
Blessed Virgin Mary. Written in an easily understandable style, this book is not
a theological treatise on the place of
Mary within the Church. Instead it follows in the devotional lineage of traditional Marian calendars and is a useful
prayer guide for calling to our attention
the actions that the Mother of God has
undertaken on behalf of people throughout the ages.
The author endeavoured to list each
Marian festival on the actual date of its
celebration, but rather than doubling up
the feasts when several fall on the same
date, he has moved some to nearby
dates. This was done with the deliberate
intention of providing a Marian feast for
every day of the year, and by this action
Haffner has succeeded in creating a book
consisting of 365 chapters whereby the
entire year is dedicated to the Virgin
Mary’s honour. Every one of these chapters is able to stand alone, for although
the entire book is focused upon Our
Lady yet the individual chapters each
form a complete account of the particular Marian shrine and feast described for
that day of the year.
The cosmopolitan nature of the global
faith of Christianity is conveyed by the
expansive breadth of the locations that
are featured in this book, and Marian
festivals from around the world provide

vivid examples of the benevolent influence that Our Lady has had not only
upon traditional Christian nations but
also in non-Christian lands. With current wars and terrorist events graphically illustrating behaviours of animosity
and violent aggression between Islam
and Christianity, it is heartening to read
in several of the chapters the shared love
that people in both of these faiths have
for Mary.
Although written from the perspective of Roman Catholic teaching about
the Mother of God, none the less this
book is accessible to people in other ecclesial traditions because the author has
striven to include only those apparitions,
revelations and miracles which are not
contrary to Scripture or the historical
traditions of the Church. Organised by
the calendar year, there is a chapter for
every day from 1st January to 31st December. However, since some Marian
feasts have been moved from their traditional date of celebration when multiple festivals fall on the same day, readers
may not always find a specific feast on
the day when they are accustomed to
keeping it. Another challenge to the ease
of searching for a specific topic in this
book is the lack of an index listing the locations of the Marian shrines by their
geographical positions. Yet aside from
that small inconvenience, Haffner’s book
is worthy of your exploration as it conveys the value of the Virgin Mary’s influence and mediation on our behalf
from the earliest centuries of the Church
to the present day.
Dennis Berk CR

This is a book about the changing of
minds: the changing of the author’s mind
about Charles Darwin’s significance, the
slow development of Charles Darwin’s
own theories, and the changing of the
Victorian mind about the origins of life.
So this is a brave book, because any historical figure who gets his or her portrait
on the British ten pound note is deemed
to be a national treasure beyond criticism. The book’s adverse reviews have
revealed the sensitivity of the scientific
establishment towards any challenge to
the intellectual supremacy of the
bearded sage whose two ton statue dominates the Natural History Museum
(with its new steel and glass “Darwin
Centre”) he did not found. For readers
of New Directions, enslaved as we are in
our generation by the religion of neoDarwinism, this book is a joy. Into the
Victorian world which Wilson is so good
at populating come the clergy scientists
(Darwin himself, while sailing in HMS
Beagle, faced the prospect of life as a
clergyman) who were not Creationist
bigots, but eager and expert enquirers
into the latest fossil discoveries and their
scientific value. They wanted to know
how and why the natural world changed.
From the way the neo-Darwinians describe their hero today, and as a result of
Darwin’s own genius for self-promotion,
we might think that Darwin was the one
and only pioneer of Evolution, resisted
along the way by the Christian establishment. The truth is otherwise. Wilson
guides us through the stacks of publications, the reception of the discoveries of
explorers such as Humboldt, the correspondence with others on the very same
evolution track such as Alfred Russel
Wallace, the public disputes (with a fine
account of the nerve wracking British
Association meeting in Oxford in 1860,
when Samuel Wilberforce, Bishop of
Oxford and son of the abolitionist, met
his match with T.H.Huxley), and Wilson even finds a part for John Henry
Newman, as the author of The Development of Christian Doctrine. “[The] idea
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of mutation, development, evolution,
was central to the Victorian mind-set.”
Charles Lyell’s magisterial Principles of
Geology (published 1830-33; Darwin
read the first volume when not being
seasick on the Beagle) was in every country house library.
As Wilson says, “A biography of Darwin must, chiefly, be the biography of an
idea ... Darwin’s idea, first published to
the world in 1859, of what we now call
evolution.” Nevertheless, Wilson does a
great job with the Life. He explores Darwin’s antecedents, including Erasmus
Darwin, Charles Darwin’s grandfather,
who was well on the way to an account
of evolutionary theory himself. There is
a riveting narrative of the famous Voyage of HMS Beagle, with descriptions of
the constant hardships on board, the
close encounters with the Fuegians, and
the temperamental clashes with the
bipolar Captain Robert FitzRoy. How
young those heroes were! Darwin was
twenty-two when the Beagle sailed.
Captain FitzRoy was twenty-six. It is at
this stage that we begin to understand
where Darwin’s fame should lie. He was
the greatest naturalist of his generation,
an indefatigable cataloguer, the master
of many scientific disciplines, geology,
palaeontology, zoology. We are then removed from the open seas to the lock
down of Victorian upper middle class
family life, the debilitating illness, the
deaths of children, the paralysing domesticity. No wonder Darwin wanted to
stay in and ahead of the game in the intense scientific debates in the 1850s. As
if to prove his own theory of natural selection, be began by elbowing aside all
worthy competitors, such as Sir Richard
Owen, who was the true creator of the
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Natural History Museum.
It is Wilson’s contention that the
principle of Natural Selection, as defined
by Darwin (influenced by Thomas
Robert Malthus, the economist), is a
struggle for existence, and that this
spoke to the Victorian gentry, the top
dogs of their day, as “a consoling myth”,
presupposing their natural superiority.
The struggle for existence and dominance among human beings is not always so benign, as the conflicts of the
twentieth century have shown us. Here
Wilson sees the influence of Darwin (as
enforced by the neo-Darwinian myrmidons) as malign. From the Darwinian
angle, there is no place in nature, even in
human nature, for compassion, unselfishness, forgiveness, nor for anything
preached by Christ. That is the prevailing view today. This book should give us
the nerve to challenge this exclusion of
Christian values from any world view. In
the Darwinian religion the meek shall
not inherit the earth.
Darwin came to disbelieve in Christianity. But the readers of his great work,
On the Origin of Species, did not necessarily reach that conclusion. The opposition to Darwin came not from the
Christians, but from his fellow scientists.
The Victorians learnt to live with their
doubts, as we do now. It is, after all, possible to believe two things at once. So
take a walk with me in London in late
1859. We enter the new-fangled church
of All Saints, Margaret Street (opened
1859), and kneel at the altar rail. Beneath our knees swim the vegetal shapes
of the very visible fossil life of 330 million years ago, preserved for us in polished Derbyshire limestone. A short
amble takes us down Regent Street,
where we purchase Mr. Darwin’s new
book, On the Origin of Species by
Means of Natural Selection or The
Preservation of Favoured Races in the
Struggle for Life (John Murray, first edition 1859). An uncontroversial walk and
a profitable one, because, thanks to the
Darwinian mythmaking which Wilson
so ably exposes, the First Edition now
sells for over £60,000. For a gripping explanation of this phenomenon, you can
buy A.N.Wilson’s illustrated biography
of Darwin. They share the same reliable
publisher.
Julian Browning
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DOVES IN CRIMSON FIELDS
Iraqi Christian Martyrs
Robert Ewan
Gracewing 256pp 11.99
ISBN- 978-0852449127
The history of Iraq is truly remarkable
and quite exceptional. As a land it has
been the setting for biblical accounts
stretching back to the start of the Old
Testament and can also proudly declare
that it was one of the first locations the
disciples and apostles of our Lord ventured out into during those early missionary journeys. Yet for all of this
Christian history and heritage, the soil
in Iraq has for too long been soaked in
the blood of martyrs.

I was fortunate enough to spend a
week in Iraq working alongside Canon
Andrew White, the Vicar of Baghdad,
during the summer of 2011 whilst I was
a seminarian at the College of the Resurrection, Mirfield. I will never forget
how inspirational Iraqi Christians truly
are. At that time in 2011, as throughout
the vast majority of Iraqi history, Christians in the country were suffering horrendous persecution. Canon White and
I could only leave our secure Anglican
compound with the protection of
twenty armed guards in a convoy of bullet proof trucks. Whilst we as Westerners were awarded such protection, every
Iraqi Christian had to walk to the
church, completely unarmed; a ridiculously easy target for the murderous extremists on the lookout for Christians
they could kill. How many of us could
genuinely say we would attend church
each Sunday if we knew that there was
a high chance that we would be ab-

ducted, tortured and then brutally murdered? Yet the Christians in Iraq do this
week after week, fearless in their faith.
Robert Ewan’s excellent book takes
us on a journey through 2000 years that
allows us to delve much deeper into the
life of the Christian community in Iraq
and the pain that it has suffered from
generation to generation. After a brief
introduction into the history of Christianity in Iraq the book continues with an
overview of the persecution that the
Church in this land has habitually faced.
The core of the book is the stories of
many different martyrs throughout the
centuries concluding with a massacre
from 2010. I wish I could say that this

was the conclusion of Christian persecution in Iraq, but sadly as is well documented, the modern development of
ISIS has meant a new and even more
brutal chapter in the history of Christianity in Iraq has begun.
The accounts recorded in this book
cannot but help to inspire all Christians.
Each chapter contains heroic and fearless reports of faith in Jesus Christ to the
point of martyrdom. However, this book
does not allow the reader to fall into the
romantic notion of martyrdom which
we can all too easily slip into. Robert
Ewan does not hold back on the details
and at times the accounts of brutal massacres can be distressing, but these are

the stories that need to be told and have
to be heard; we cannot fall into the sin
of ignoring the plight of our brothers and
sisters in Iraq. This book is an account
of some incredibly brave Christian martyrs, some heroically chose such a path;
others were murdered simply because
they lived in Iraq and chose to be a
Christian. Either way, their collective
testimony has the power to inspire us;
both in our own commitment to the
faith but also to energise us to pray fervently for peace and religious freedom
for the courageous and defiant Iraqi people.
Ben Bradshaw

Our Lady of walsingham comes to Chichester

(Photo credits: Sam Brading)
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November Diary

N

ovember is the month of the Holy Souls, and its
theme is remembrance. Last year saw solemn commemorations of the centenary of the Battle of the
Somme, this year of Passchendaele. It is the over-arching name
for a series of encounters, as bloody as any in that bloodiest of
wars, that stretched from July to November 1917. The offensive in Flanders had been opposed by David Lloyd George, the
Prime Minister, but the War Cabinet eventually agreed. The
film Churchill, which came out earlier in the year, saw that
Prime Minister—like his predecessor—oppose an expedition,
this time the D-Day Landings. The kernel of the film is that
Churchill’s opposition stemmed from his searing experience
of the tragic and costly Dardanelles campaign of the previous
war which he had supported, and its failure had cost him his
office. The film is rather plodding but the central performance
of Brian Cox makes it worthwhile. This is Churchill warts and
all. However, a bullying harangue of a young secretary for
some typing error is followed by a sentimental touch as she reveals that her fiancé is in one of the landing craft. Churchill
redeems himself by ascertaining that he is safe. It may or may
not have happened but it does show that great men are not
without fault but few are without some redeeming features.
My grandfather fought at Jutland. My father was in the
RAF but just young enough not see active service. I was born
in touching distance of the Second World War. But as the years
roll on and the events become beyond the memory of most of
us, will commemoration fall away and those conflicts become
as remote as Waterloo, the Spanish Armada, Marathon and
Thermopylae? What might save us from that is the names.
The names of the fallen are incised in the war memorials in
every city, town and village. Shakespeare has Henry V recite
the dead at Agincourt:
‘Edward the Duke of York, the Earl of Suffolk,
Sir Richard Ketly, Davy Gam, esquire:
None else of name; and of all other men
But five and twenty...’
‘None else of name...’ Twenty-five nameless and unknown.
Thankfully the names of the fallen are now known and are
memorialised and will long outlast us.
There is a marvellous scene in Alan Bennett’s The History
Boys where Hector is discussing Thomas Hardy’s poem
‘Drummer Hodge’:
They throw in Drummer Hodge, to rest
Uncoffined...
... portion of that unknown plain
His homely Northern breast and brain
Grow to some Southern tree
And strange-eyed constellations reign
His stars eternally.’
Hector points out the similarity of Hodge being buried in a
foreign field and Rupert Brooke’s poem ‘The Soldier’, the dif26 ■ newdirections ■ November 2017

ference being that Hardy is more down-to-earth and that his
soldier has a name. Private soldiers were not known. They
were all unknown soldiers. But that lost boy, perhaps in a common grave, had a name.
In the Sculpture Gallery of the V&A, which I passed
through regularly on my way to the old Friends’ Room, there
is a marble slab, cold to the touch were we allowed to touch it.
It bears a coat-of-arms, lavishly carved, and a name. Above it,
in soaring magnificence, is an almighty and powerful monument of a knight, a soldier mounted on a charger: strength and
purpose captured in stone. Beneath him are saints, prominent
among them Our Lady who holds the Christ Child. The
knight is the Marchese Spinetta Malaspina, a great soldier—
probably a mercenary—of the fourteenth century. His deeds
are known and recorded and his memorial speaks of his fame.
His monument overshadows that marble slab, almost inconspicuous by comparison. The name on the slab is that of Visconte Malaspina, son of the Marchese. And that name, carved
on that marble slab, is the only historical record there is of his
existence.
My grandfather’s memories of his service, some harrowing
for a small boy, made the First World War vivid as did my introduction to the War Poets at school by Barry Ford, one of
my three inspiring English teachers (the others were ‘Pop’
Walker and ‘Jim’ Robinson). Rupert Brooke, Wilfred Owen
and Siegfried Sassoon dominated the scene then. I suppose I
was not alone in that generation in being moved by the horrors
of ‘Dulce at Decorum est’ or by ‘Strange Meeting’ which I cannot now read without hearing in my inner ear Britten’s setting
of it in the War Requiem, particularly the alternating, then
merging voices, of Peter Pears and Dietrich Fischer-Diskau.
Wilfred Owen said in his brief and eloquent manifesto that
his poems were not about heroes, ‘nor about deeds, or lands,
nor anything about glory, honour, might, majesty, dominion,
or power,’ they were about ‘the pity of War.’ If he distils the pity
of war, Sassoon may encapsulate its futility but Isaac Rosenberg directs our gaze beyond the trenches. In his poem ‘Returning, We Hear the Larks’ he writes about the terrible
experience of war as if from ‘immense and calming heights’
and directs our eyes beyond the carnage and the waste to a
place where suffering is transfigured into something akin to
understanding and clarity and a purified realm.
‘But hark! joy—joy—strange joy.
Lo! Heights of night ringing with unseen larks:
Music showering our upturned listening faces.’
The war memorial outside St Bartholomew the Great, Smithfield reads: ‘Hallowed in Christ to the memory of all gallant
men and women who fell in the Great War for the freedom of
the world. They shall yet stand before the throne an exceeding
great army and in that last muster shall be found these our
own beloved.’ ND
Thurifer

Secular
Liturgies
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Tom Sutcliffe considers a classical theme

olourblind versus colour-sensitive theatrical casting is again in
the news. Holywood star Ed
Skrein backed out of playing a character
in a new Hellboy movie about a virtuous
demon because in the original comic strip
his character was of mixed Asian parentage - and he is white with what he
tweeted was a “mixed heritage family”.
Casting Skrein was “white-washing”, it
was said, and he was praised for recognising that and withdrawing.
Christians are comfortable with the
Jewishness of Jesus and obviously realise
that none of the representations of Jesus
by European painters of sublime genius
(or Margaret Tarrant whose Jesus picture
with animals hung in my bedroom as a
child) show him as he was. He is usually
a nice-looking human being who belongs
where the image will hang. Few are like
Grünewald’s Isenheim altarpiece in Colmar showing the horror of crucifixion.
What did Jews look like anyway? The
representation of Jews by Nazis was
nothing to make a European proud. Hellboy is a magical fantasy film in which impossible things happen, which film makes
seem miraculously natural. The human
races concerned (of which Hellboy may
or may not be a representative) are incidental. Cinema entertainment is very
often politically correct escapist fantasy
for profit.
Religions have had many ways of
portraying the divine. Christians destroyed representations of Zeus and
other gods when Christianity became the
state religion in the Roman Empire. Iconoclasm is part of our story. Many though
not all Muslims regard representation of
living creatures as blasphemous usurping
of the divine role of creation: one of the
great dividing red lines. Theatre is not
cinema - though few grasp how their differences relate to translation from an
original (in religions sacred) language into
what people readily understand. No
Muslim reformation has yet subjected
the Koran to such extreme creative stress
tests. There, authority still rests in Arabic,
whereas the Bible has passed through
Greek and Latin on the path to readily digested vernacular.
Representation is always complex
and vital. Music Theatre Wales, a wellrun small-scale touring opera company

based in Cardiff which has frequently
performed at the Linbury Theatre in the
bowels of the Royal Opera House, should
have ended its current tour of Peter
Eötvös’s opera The Gold Dragon - about
the dire privations asylum-seekers and
refugees can suffer- with a performance
at the Hackney Empire (the Linbury
being closed for rebuilding). But suddenly
a storm arose, and the Hackney performance was cancelled by the theatre’s management because the cast of five singers
play three Chinese characters as well as
many white and Asian roles in the 25 various doublings they undertake. A halfJapanese half-German-Jewish woman
from Watford running an “East Asian”
theatre company, who has become a potent agitator against so-called “yellowface” casting, saw her chance to follow up
the row she created at the Print Room
Notting Hill last January against Howard
Barker’s play The Depths of Dead Love with
its characters from a Chinese fable.
The production of Eötvös’s opera at
the 2016 Buxton Festival was much
praised, and in April it went to
Tongyeong in South Korea. It has also
been seen this autumn in Cardiff, Birmingham, Basingstoke, Bangor, and Snape.
Opera - contrary to progressive holy writ
(in the form of a Guardian leader comment and a statement from the performers’ union Equity) - has no problem
whatsoever with “diversity”. But it requires very particular vocal and musical
skills. In 1962 I saw Grace Bumbry’s
colour-blind casting at Bayreuth as
Venus, and Leontyne Price’s at Salzburg
as Leonora opposite Franco Corelli - not
to mention Sir Willard White, George
Shirley, Jessye Norman, Shirley Verrett,
and about 100 African-American opera
stars listed online. In German opera companies Japanese, Chinese and Korean
chorus members and soloists are everywhere - alongside singers of every race
from all round the world of every race.
There is also no shortage of pianists, violinists and conductors from eastern countries. In the philistine UK we have no
theatre or opera ensemble companies.
But we do have campaigners about irrelevancies like whether white artists skilled
enough to play Brechtian-style opera may
represent orientals as well as others. The
Ethopians in the recent dreadful English

National Opera Aida are all played by
fine black artists.
The underlying issue is the nature of
theatre itself - which is to stretch the
imagination and offer a learning as well
as an entertaining process. The truthtelling trick of cinema has never been
much part of theatre - as the Prologue in
Henry V so deftly explained to the
groundlings (and all). My son Walter
now an opera director was at school and
close friends with Chiwetel Ejiofor who
made his first move towards stardom as
Othello with the National Youth Theatre.
But of course it is not and should not
be the case that Shylock has to be acted
by a Jew - though the theatre in the UK
has many such, nor that certain roles
must be reserved for black-skinned actors
because using make-up and pretending to
be different from what you are is offensive. The theatre is about masks and they
come in many forms. No doubt it is good
to be sensitive about this whole area of
discernment. But if it is not problematical
for Henry V to be played by a blackskinned actor it is surely unjust to condemn any of the old theatrical short-cuts.
Acting is not about doing things but
about being the role you are - and that is
achieved by the force of personality and
the ability to represent character from
the inside out. Casting is a part of the interpretative artform. We need to see Jesus
where we can least easily recognise him.
Opera is different from spoken “legitimate” theatre in that it depends on the
expressive and effective power of the
singing voice far more than on the superficial illusion of where someone may have
come from and how they can happen to
be what they are where they are. Opera is
a miraculous expression of what we can
hear and feel far more than what we see even though the contextual location of
the events depicted is a crucial part of its
power. I shall miss The Golden Dragon regrettably and I deeply resent the bullying
misrepresentation by a semi-oriental
campaign of the way opera is and has
been working for all. Preventing a performance is as bad as refusing to listen to
somebody because you think you already
know and reject what you expect them to
say. The message is not who or what they
are. The message matters because you do
not know in advance what your imagination will turn it into as it becomes part of
you. ND
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Letter from America
Brian Wehrle considers the state of Anglicanism on both sides of the Atlantic

T

his past summer I had the good fortune of completing
a placement at St Luke’s Shepherd Bush, with Fr
Richard Bastable. This proved to be a very beneficial
experience in many ways, not least of which was the opportunity to observe first hand how a declaration parish functions
within the Diocese of London, and, indeed, within the greater
Church of England. It also provided me with the opportunity
to learn more about the Five Guiding Principles, and how they
have recently been put to the test vis-à-vis the See of Sheffield.
Unfortunately, North American Anglicanism has not
been as successful in maintaining the unity in diversity that
the CofE has thus far managed to maintain. For those of us
who hold to the traditional understanding of Holy Orders, the
Five Guiding Principles have been of particular interest, as no
such provision exists for Anglicans in North America. Certainly, there are jurisdictions such as the Diocese of Fort
Worth in the Anglican Church in North America (‘ACNA’),
where traditionalists may flourish, but more often than not,
the respect of one’s conscience on the matter of holy orders is
at the discretion of the diocesan bishop.
As a response to substantial dissent concerning the canonical change that allowed for the ordination of women to the
priesthood and episcopate in 1976, a so-called conscience
clause was passed by the House of Bishops which stated that
‘no Bishop, Priest, or Lay Person should be coerced or penalized in any manner nor suffer any canonical disabilities as a
result of his or her conscientious objection to or support of the
sixty-fifth General Convention’s actions with regard to the ordination of women to the priesthood or episcopate.’ This clause
had no canonical authority, however, and was repealed in 1997
(the Anglican Church of Canada (‘ACoC’) repealed its conscience clause in 1986). Since that time traditionalist dioceses
and parishes have dwindled; the former ‘biretta belt’ of the
American Midwest, once a bastion of Anglo-Catholicism, is
now a distant memory, and the last remaining traditionalist
dioceses have left the Episcopal Church (‘TEC’) to become
founding partners in the ACNA. Their departure has left the
few remaining traditionalist clergy and parishes in TEC and
the ACoC vulnerable and endangered.
The issue of holy orders remains contentious in the Anglican Church in North America. A Task Force on Holy Orders was appointed by the College of Bishops to provide a
scholarly and informed study on the issue. The final report of
this five-year process was recently released, followed by a
statement by the College of Bishops affirming the status quo
whereby ‘each Diocese and Jurisdiction has the freedom, responsibility, and authority to study Holy Scripture and the
Apostolic Tradition of the Church, and to seek the mind of
Christ in determining its own convictions and practices concerning the ordination of women to the diaconate and priesthood.’ The college did unanimously agree that women would
not be consecrated as bishops, and acknowledged that the
practice of ordaining women to the priesthood ‘is a recent innovation to Apostolic Tradition and Catholic Order.’ Although
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traditionalists have more protection within ACNA, in dioceses where women are ordained there exist scant proper sacramental provision for those who are dissenting.
One bright spot for traditionalists in North America has
been Nashotah House Theological Seminary, whose policy of
male-only celebrants has allowed for a mutual flourishing of
sorts. Under the ‘Pax Nashotah’ divergent jurisdictions within
the Anglican tradition are able to coexist peaceably. This has
allowed the seminary to educate men and women from multiple jurisdictions, including Nigeria, Zimbabwe, TEC, ACoC,
Australia, ACNA, the Polish National Church, as well as Continuing Anglicans. Nashotah House is also the sole
Anglican/Episcopalian seminary in North America with an
active and thriving Pusey Guild (13 seminarians). Yet, those
of us who hold to the traditional understanding of holy orders
recognize that in North America there is little protection outside of Nashotah.
Given the situation in North America, the work of The
Society has been of great interest to those of us who seek to
remain in ‘the highest possible degree of communion’ with our
own jurisdictions and with Canterbury. It was therefore heartening to witness firsthand a flourishing declaration parish and
a thriving Anglo-Catholicism protected within the Church of
England. It was a privilege to meet several of The Society bishops who offered words of encouragement and hope for traditionalists in North America. It was also refreshing to observe
instances of mutual respect and support between various factions of the Church.
Of the many fond memories I gleaned during my placement at St Luke’s, several stand out as being particularly instructive as to the importance of the Anglo-Catholic
movement: (i) attending the Anglican and Eastern Churches
Association; (ii) participating in the Holy Redeemer Day celebrations in Clerkenwell—here was Anglo-Catholicism at its
best, with all its pageantry and realism bursting forth into the
busy streets of a disenchanted world with the procession of
the Blessed Sacrament in the midst of throngs of bemused bystanders; and (iii) attending a priestly ordination in Holt, Norfolk, by the Bishop of Richborough—it was moving to witness
the Five Guiding Principles in action, so to speak, and the
preservation of Catholic Orders in the Church of England, and
Anglicanism in general.
My thanks to Fr Bastable for agreeing to take me on for a
placement, as well as Fr Benfield, who provided me with information on the work done in Synod and by the The Society,
and to the many bishops and clergy that I met during my time
in England. The gates of Hell shall not prevail against the
church, and it is my hope that what I experienced in the
Church of England might some day reach our shores. ND
Brian Wehrle, a native of Canada, is a seminarian in his senior year
at Nashotah House Theological Seminary in Wisconsin, USA. He
is an aspirant to the priesthood in the diocese of Albany, NY.

From the Archives
Each month we hope to bring you an article from the last twenty five years of Forward in Faith. This month
Fr John Broadhurst writes a letter as Chairman in the first edition of New Directions

S

tudents of English Christianity know that every hundred years or so there is an event which can be seen as
a turning point. There can be no doubt that the period
since November 1992 has been one of the most important and
significant in the history of English religion. As with the Reformation, or the Catholic revival, historians will pore over the
texts and the personalities of the period seeking to understand
the real significance of what has happened. Over the last few
years Reformation studies have taken a new turn and many
of our pre-conceptions are being challenged. For example
Eamon Duffy’s The Stripping of the Altars is a far reaching
analysis of the English Reformation, with all its undercurrents,
suggesting that much of the received wisdom is little more
than propaganda. Scholars are arguing about his conclusions.
If it is difficult for scholars to understand a well-documented period, how much more difficult is it for those caught
up in the turmoil and tribulation of the period? Is it any wonder that we feel confused? Many of us perceive that a momentous change has taken place affecting both the Church of
England’s self understanding and its historic claims. As we seek
to comprehend what has happened we need to discern what
is God’s will for us and how we may best serve him. That question has to be uppermost in our minds.
As I have been around the country I have found much
confusion. Many of our friends have gone to the Roman
Church, and others to Orthodoxy or the continuing Churches
but the majority still struggle with the problem. In what sense
is it possible to maintain that the Church of England retains
its claim to be Catholic, and how do those who oppose the
change live with it? These questions have not gone away, nor
will they. Supporters of women’s ordination suggest it is the
dawn of a new liberated phase in the history of the universal
Church. Those who oppose it wonder if it is a hiccup in the
history of the church or the end of Anglicanism as we have
known it. Those who suggest that things are settling down are
simply not listening to the grass roots. As the General Synod
struggled with this issue over many years it produced several
reports. At every stage opponents to this novelty have consistently stated that they could not live in close sacramental proximity with women priests, because they could not accept the
sacramental doubt that their arrival would bring to the
Church. An open process of reception inevitably means an end
to sure and certain signs of the kingdom. Sacraments end up
as questions rather than statements.
Before the vote we were stating that the ordination would
bring about such an enormous impairment of communion
that we could only be served by Alternative Episcopal Oversight. We needed, and we need bishops who are not signs and
supporters of that doubt. That has been our consistent stance,
and we have welcomed the appointment of the Provincial
Episcopal Visitors, not as an end in itself, but as a step along

the way. It is my own belief that we will end up with a Church
of England which contains several jurisdictions with a federal
relationship with each other. At present we live in a Church
with various degrees of communion. The Ordination of
Women Measure established this in law giving every Bishop,
every Parish, and every Christian the right to choose to accept
or reject those ordained under its provisions.
Forward in Faith called a National Assembly last year
which was democratically elected by its members. This assembly overwhelmingly adopted the Communion Statement as
the basis for its relationship with the majority in the Church
of England and asked for the establishment of a third province
as a matter of urgency. We are now in the process of appointing regional deans to give our organisation a more ecclesial
structure. The Church of England is sadly in a sorry state,
seemingly lurching from one crisis to another. Many hope and
pray for a real Renewal. Who will lead it and where will the
impetus come from? Renewal needs leaders of commitment
and vision.
One of the first fruits of the Oxford Movement was the
establishment of proper training for the clergy. The demise of
most of those theological colleges which gave any priestly formation does not give hope for the future. Where will our future priests come from? Who will choose them? Who will
train them and who will ordain them? We need an answer to
those questions.
Forward in Faith is rapidly developing and evolving. As an
organisation it is committed to the democratic principle. Its
members have to own it. The first National Assembly is to be
followed by a second in October this year to set the policy forward. As we continue to develop we will consult with our
members and any decisions we take will be our decisions. As
an old General Synod hand I have the temerity to suggest this
is the exact opposite of the way the Synod functions. We are
united in Faith and would not have the temerity to dabble
with it, but we genuinely own our structures and have access
to them and control over their future development. We have
done much to put ourselves on a firm financial footing with
the new membership policy and that is still under way.
For some years Catholics and Classical Evangelicals have
complained at the lack of appointments from their ranks to
the house of Bishops. We would all want to offer congratulations to David Hope on his appointment to York. I believe he
got that job because he was the best person for it. However one
swallow does not make a summer. We will need to look very
carefully at the appointments in London, Winchester and
Portsmouth. It still remains the truth that for the last 15 years
no liberal diocesan has appointed an opponent of women
priests as his suffragan. ND
This article was originally published in June 1995
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A Courtyard in Jerusalem
Ann George takes a train ride

H

ow often we read in the Bible about ‘going up to
Jerusalem’, but, until I actually went there, I didn’t
realize that it means exactly what it says. You don’t
go ‘up to Jerusalem’ in the way you are taught to say ‘up to London’, though, of course, Jerusalem is the beating, throbbing religious heart of Israel and, indeed, of much of the religious
world. The physical action of going up to Jerusalem is evident
when one journeys from the airport at Lod (Lydda of the New
Testament) by car, but even more so when one takes the train.
It was difficult to actually catch the train. Timetables were
extant, but the train often didn’t run due to rock-falls on the
line or security concerns. The line itself traverses some pretty
debatable country. However, having made the journey back
from Haifa by train after a holiday, I found myself looking at
the departure board in Tel Aviv: a Jerusalem train was showing as leaving very soon. I quickly bought a ticket and managed
my first (and perhaps, only) journey across the Judaean hills
by train to Jerusalem!
At first the train was quite crowded as we sped across the
plain, but most of the passengers got off at Lod. From then on
we started to climb, twisting up and up slowly, running
through gorges and stopping often for what seemed like no
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reason at all. The bone-white hills (we would call them mountains) were scattered with scrub and stunted trees forced into
strange shapes by the terrain and winter weather. The
prospect was empty of people, houses, roads, even. We continued to climb. Finally, above us, some settlements could be seen
and then, of course, the beautiful and familiar face of
Jerusalem emerged.
But still above us, for the Old City (the Biblical Jerusalem)
is built on hills with hills above and around it. It is, indeed, an
amazing site. I well remember half-killing myself walking
straight into a bollard, because I was so overcome with the glorious panorama of the Old City suddenly rearing up, as I
walked between two modern buildings from an unusual angle
when returning home once from West Jerusalem.
Every day my feet told me this truth. I went down for my
daily work but then I returned ‘climbing the hill of the Lord’,
entering through the Jaffa Gate and into the Square of David.
Then, climbing still, I would start the journey up the hill which
would lead ultimately to either the Western Wall of the Temple or Mount Zion: every day, what a blessing! ND
Ann George is a member of FinF National Council

A Sacred Presence, a Holy Battle
Terry Buckingham remembers the sacrifice and witness of priests in the First World War

A

bout 5,000 chaplains of all denominations served in
the Great War, of whom just over 3,000 were Anglican. Some names, like those of Geoffrey StuddertKennedy (‘Woodbine Willie’), Neville Talbot and Philip
‘Tubby’ Clayton became well known, but most were quiet and
self-effacing; relatively little is known about their work and,
in many cases, their gallantry.
The Great War, the centenary of which we recall, has
been described as the seminal catastrophe of the 20th century.
It was one for which, thankfully, Britain was not unprepared;
the Boer War in 1902 had exposed serious shortcomings in
the army resulting in the Haldane Reforms. When Britain mobilized on 4 August 1914, therefore, she was able to send Fig 2: Medals awarded to chaplain Thomas Goudge, one of the first
100,000 troops, the best army ever fielded, as the British Ex- to be mentioned in dispatches, consist of a DSO, Queen’s and King’s
peditionary Force (BEF) to France together with 54 chaplains. South Africa Medals, the 1914 Star with Mons clasp, the War Medal,
Almost without exception, these were regular service chap- and Victory Medal with the oak leaf indicating a MID.
lains, many of whom had served in the Boer War. Most were ordered a retreat on 23 August, so the BEF began its retreat
Anglicans (57%), the rest comprising Free-churchmen (24%) from Mons. The first significant engagement between British
and Roman Catholics (19%). Their role in the Great War has and German armies was at the small town of Landrecies,
through which advancing troops had to pass, on Tuesday 25
not been widely appreciated.
Just as the Great War went through different phases, so August 1914. The Guards Division fought them to a standstill
the role of chaplains changed. The chaplain’s role was envis- covering the retreat. Benjamin O’Rorke, chaplain with the 4th
Field Ambulance a few miles outaged as leading Sunday church
There was also an implied sense in
side the town, described the panic
parades,
comforting
the
wounded, burying the dead, and which the chaplain’s presence signified of fleeing civilians and the confusion; he could hear the noise of
upholding morale. There was
also an implied sense in which the rightness of the cause for which the battle but could not be sure
where it was taking place. As the
the chaplain’s presence signified
army was fighting.
Guards retreated they had to
the rightness of the cause for
which the army was fighting. Thirty-eight chaplains were at- leave behind the dead and dying; O’Rorke, together with
tached to field ambulances, essentially mobile hospitals, closest Major Collingwood, the medical officer, went into Landrecies
to care for them and were taken as prisoners of war. On the
to the fighting, each one comprising about 300 personnel.
In late August, the BEF took its stand south of Mons, in- other side of Landrecies the 7th Field Hospital retreated; chaptending to halt the advancing Germans at the Mons-Condé lain James Hales (Fig 1) remained to protect the severely
canal, a major waterway. When the French suffered defeat at wounded and dying. Hales, together with O’Rorke were the
the Battle of Charleroi, General Joffre, in overall command, first two chaplains to be taken POW in the Great War. Hales
subsequently ministered under very difficult conditions in
Sennelager Camp, being allowed out of the camp to buy additional food for the men. He was the first chaplain to be repatriated in February 1915 because the Germans suspected that
he was a spy. He later toured Britain publicizing the plight of
POWs, encouraging food parcels to be sent. Intriguingly, Hales
was never allowed to return to the Western Front. During the
war a total of 39 chaplains were taken POW, most (32) in
1918; they were detained, on average, for about nine months
before being repatriated under the 1906 Geneva Convention.
Fig 1: Chaplain James Hales shown wearing his medals and the medals
The retreat from Mons saw a different aspect of chapthemselves. He was sent to France with the BEF and two weeks later
laincy.
On 26 August General Smith-Dorrien, seeking to cover
became the first chaplain to be taken POW during the Great War. The
the
army’s
retreat, decided to stand and face the enemy. Divimedals consist of a military OBE; a Queen’s South Africa Medal; a
1914 Star with Mons clasp which bears the date 5 Aug–22 Nov 1914 sional chaplains and field ambulances were warned to get clear
and was awarded to all who served in France or Belgium between
for, unlike Landrecies, this would be an artillery battle and cathose dates; the War Medal; the Victory Medal together with the oak
sualties
would escalate. Chaplains were at the forefront in enleaf for being mentioned in dispatches (MID), and General Service
couraging and supporting the retreating men ahead of the
Medal for Iraq, since he subsequently served there from 1920–23.
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in the Boer War, was mentioned in dispatches each year of the
war before being awarded a Distinguished Service Order
(DSO) in 1918. The DSO was introduced in 1896 as a way of
awarding junior officers who had distinguished themselves; in
some cases—perhaps 10%—this could take the form of gallantry when the DSO ranked second only to the Victoria
Cross. There is a slight quirk in this respect: it cannot be
awarded posthumously, you have to be alive to be admitted to
an order. About 60 DSOs were awarded to military chaplains
during the war, eight for outstanding gallantry, including that
awarded to the Royal Navy chaplain Samuel Peshall serving
in HMS Vindictive at Zeebrugge in April 1918. Eight navy
chaplains were killed in one day in the Battle of Jutland.
The first gallantry DSO awarded to a chaplain during the
Great War was won less than three months after its outbreak.
Following the retreat from Mons, the Germans continued
their advance through Belgium and eastern France, halted by
a decisive Allied victory at the Battle of the Marne in late September. Each army then tried to outflank the other on their
way north with a ‘race to the sea,’ which ended in mid-October
at Ypres. It was on 5 November 1914 that Major Clive Dixon,
commanding the 16th Lancers, drew his sword to encourage
French troops to hold their ground during a ferocious onslaught by the Germans. Dixon was hit by rifle fire and Wyndam Guinness (Fig 3), divisional chaplain, ran forward
Fig 3: The medals of Wyndham Guinness, the first gallantry DSO
awarded to a chaplain of the Great War. The medals consist of a DSO unarmed, under heavy rifle and shellfire, picked the major up
for gallantry, military OBE, a MC for gallantry in East Africa, 1914 Star and carried him back to the field ambulance. The chaplain’s
with Mons clasp, and War and Victory Medals with the oak leaf indi- action steadied the troops but the lancers were facing overcating a MID.
whelming odds and needed reinforcements. The chaplain, the
advancing Germans in a desperate fight to save lives. During only man with a horse, rode along the front line again under
the retreat, there was no time for services, even on Sunday, or heavy rifle and shellfire to Divisional HQ with a request for
for burying the dead. On 27 August chaplain Douglas Win- reinforcements. Guinness was awarded an immediate DSO
nifrith, asking for the officer commanding the Suffolk Regi- for outstanding gallantry, this decoration ranking second only
ment, was surprised when a junior subaltern appeared; the to a VC and the first such award to a chaplain in the Great
regiment had been reduced from 1,000 to 180 men. Describing War. Guinness would later be mentioned in dispatches on two
events of these days after the war, the Wesleyan chaplain occasions and awarded a Military Cross (MC) for gallantry
in East Africa in February 1917.
Owen Watkins wrote:
By late September 1914, trenches had begun to be built
‘In my own division Bickerstaffe-Drew (RC), Goudge,
Burrough, Winnifrith (CofE), and that gallant Scot, Connor across France and Belgium, and the Western Front was estab(Pres) were all earning the admiration and respect of all ranks. lished. The tremendous losses suffered during the retreat from
Never during the war was there a more gallant team to be Mons urgently needed replacing, conscription eventually
found in any division. To them no service was too menial, no being introduced in 1916. The number of chaplains needed to
be augmented by the appointtask ever came amiss. They
washed the swollen filthy feet of
Understandably, many chaplains felt that ment of Temporary Chaplains
to the Forces (TCF). At the end
the footsore infantry; the whitethey had to go to the Front to share in of the Great War there were
haired Bickerstaffe-Drew, on
bended knees, swabbed up the the privations of the men, often minister- about 3,500 chaplains serving
on the Western Front, with
blood-stained floor of the dressing to the wounded in no man’s land.
5,000 having served at some
ing station… But the most pretime. Clergy were not concious and most sacred was the
service rendered to the dying, and when the end came, the last scripted, but had to apply and were interviewed. Initial consad office to the dead. I had seen chaplains on service before… tracts were for twelve months and had to be renewed. At the
but without hesitation I declare that never before have men outbreak of war some clergy took matters into their own
been so tested as these were during the fortnight of the retreat hands. The Revd Ivor Davis enlisted with the Yorkshire Hussars and went to France as a trooper in April 1915 before being
from Mons…’
Chaplains Bickerstaffe-Drew, Goudge, Connor and commissioned as TCF in 1916. He won an MC as chaplain
Watkins were amongst the first chaplains to be mentioned in with the 6th Battalion of the Dorset Regiment in October
dispatches in October 1914. Goudge (Fig 2), who had served 1918. Similarly, the Revd Bernard Vann got fed up waiting for
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the Army Chaplains’ Department to make a decision about East Africa, as pack animals were unable to survive the conhis application, so got his bishop’s permission to join the com- ditions. Bishop Frank, together with the Roman Catholic
batant force; he was to win two MCs and a posthumous VC. bishop, begged the Sultan to rescind his order since an earlier
Understandably, many chaplains felt that they had to go to the expedition had been wiped out. The Sultan refused, so Bishop
Front to share in the privations
Frank asked if he might personof the men, often ministering to Half-eaten carcasses lay around, together ally lead them. Thus Bishop
the wounded in no-man’s-land.
Frank, given the rank of Honwith the stench of death.
Many earned MCs carrying
orary Major, was found equipwounded men back to the trenches under fire. The MC had ping and drilling a corps of 600 native bearers. Sailing for the
been instituted in December 1914 as an award for army offi- mainland, they disembarked at Tanga to be joined by others,
cers of Captain or lesser rank, including those of the Royal Fly- such that the corps numbered over 2,000 men. The march ining Corps, for distinguished and meritorious service. During land was arduous, the Handeni road was broad, hard and clean
the Great War about 450 MCs were awarded to chaplains, but beyond Korogwe it was two feet thick with a brick-red
about 250 going to Anglicans. Nineteen chaplains received a dust ‘made… from all races of men.’ Half-eaten carcasses lay
bar to the MC after it was awarded for a second act of gal- around, together with the stench of death. Their journey, carlantry (Fig 4); three chaplains received a second bar to their rying stores to the troops, is one of the epic stories of the war
MC.
in East Africa. Later, Bishop Frank succumbed to a high fever,
The Western Front is foremost when thinking of the collapsed and was carried back to the coast but refused to leave
Great War but it was not confined to Europe. At its outbreak, for Zanzibar without the men. The death rate amongst native
Frank Weston had been a missionary in Africa for 16 years, bearers in the campaign was around 20–25%. Yet Bishop
six of them as Bishop of Zanzibar. In 1916, the pro-British Sul- Frank brought all his men safely home, not one was lost; he
tan of Zanzibar, having declared war on Germany, decreed was mentioned in General Smut’s dispatches and was awarded
that native bearers must go to support the Allies fighting in an OBE for ‘organising and personally leading a corps of native
carriers in connection with the campaign in German East
Africa’ (Fig 5).
As the combat on the Western Front settled into trench
warfare, chaplains were keen to arrange some form of recreational activity when men were withdrawn from the Front.
They found themselves organising sporting events and other
distractions, aside from their usual work of burying the dead,
arranging services, preparing men for confirmation, writing
letters of condolence, and distributing cigarettes and magazines. The names of chaplains Neville Talbot and Philip
‘Tubby’ Clayton are well known in connection with the Great
War as the founders of an ‘everyman’s club,’ a house in
Poperinge where anyone could go, regardless of military rank.
Similarly, Geoffrey Studdert-Kennedy (‘Woodbine Willie’),
who had an effective and much publicised ministry. About
10% of chaplains were called upon to exercise a yet more challenging ministry. Not every soldier serves honourably; some
are guilty of desertion, cowardice, sleeping at post, mutiny or
striking a superior officer, occasionally they murder civilians.
Courts martial sentenced almost 3,000 soldiers to death.
About 90% of such sentences were commuted at the last hour;
generally, it was persistent offenders or those guilty of the most
serious crimes who were shot. In Great Britain, only adults
committing the most serious of crimes could be sentenced to
capital punishment; on the Western Front about 30 soldiers
under the age of 21, technically minors, were executed by firing squad. Generally, the chaplain was asked to tell the condemned man that his death sentence had been confirmed. The
chaplain would spend the night with the condemned man, accompany him to his execution, and arrange his burial. Very
rarely did a chaplain have to undertake this ministry more
Fig 4: Chaplain Samuel Leighton Green, extreme right, was a very definite catholic, though an unlikely-looking hero. He was one of the few than once.
The highest gallantry award is that of the Victoria Cross.
chaplains to be awarded the MC twice. His medals show the MC and
bar, together with the War and Victory Medals, the latter bearing the Three chaplains won the VC during the Great War for their
oak leaf for a MID. There is no 1914–15 War Star, which was only outstanding gallantry: they were Mellish (April 1916), Addiawarded to those serving prior to 1916.
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ularly striking, although there is some artistic licence: he is
shown wearing a tin hat rather than the service cap he wore
for the occasion. The nurse in the background is his daughter,
who served with the Red Cross in France. Hardy’s son served
with the Royal Army Medical Corps in the eastern Mediterranean. Hardy’s wife had died earlier in 1914.
Generally, chaplains had no military experience, or training, for their role amidst the horror of warfare together with
the emotional pressures acting upon them. Their ministry was
shaped by prevailing circumstances, whether in hospitals or
with troops at the Front, often requiring initiative to act in the
best interests of the souls under their care. Many brave acts
went unnoticed; when decorations were won it was not in the
heat and anger of battle, but through cool, tenacious courage.
In warfare, the conventional rules of morality may, and do,
break down. The presence of chaplains moderates behaviour
and strengthens individuals. Senior officers were unstinting in
their praise of chaplains and, at the end of the Great War, King
George V decreed that the department would henceforth be
known as the Royal Army Chaplains’ Department. Perhaps
chaplains needed no accolade; for theirs was a sacred presence,
a holy battle. ND
Fr Terry Buckingham SSC is a member of
the Orders and Medals Research Society.

Fig 5: The great missionary Bishop Frank Weston, Bishop of Zanzibar. Shown on the road
to Masasi. Declining official military rank,
the bishop was awarded a civil OBE, indicated by the absence of the central red
stripe on the ribbon, the War and Victory
Medals, together with the oak leaf for his
MID. Forming the Carrier Corps in 1916,
Bishop Frank did not qualify for the 1914–
15 Star. The medals are engraved ‘Hon Major
the Bishop of Zanzibar.’

son (September 1916) and Hardy ( July 1918). Of these, the
story of Theodore Bayley Hardy is the most remarkable (Fig
6). He had been headmaster of Bentham Grammar School before accepting a living at St. John’s, Hutton Roof, Kirkby Lonsdale in Cumbria in 1913. Hardy was quite old as a chaplain,
being 51 when appointed TCF in 1915, and was awarded a
DSO for gallantry in September 1917. Going out to help bring
in the wounded, he found a man buried in mud whom it was
impossible to extricate; he remained, under fire, ministering
until the man died. Hardy was further awarded an MC in October 1917 for repeatedly going out under heavy fire to bring
in wounded men. In July 1918, Hardy was awarded a VC for
outstanding gallantry with, perhaps, one of the longest and
most detailed citations for such an award. Hardy, as many people anticipated, was killed in action on 18 October 1918; one
of the 185 chaplains killed during the war. Terence Cuneo’s
portrait of Hardy receiving his award from the King is partic34 ■ newdirections ■ November 2017

Fig 6: The Terence Cuneo portrait of chaplain Theodore Bayley Hardy
receiving his VC from King George V, Hardy’s daughter is shown in the
background in nursing uniform. His medals consist of the VC, DSO for
gallantry, MC, War and Victory Medals. Hardy, who was the highest
decorated non-combatant of the Great War, was also mentioned in
dispatches but the oak leaf does not appear in it’s rightful place – on
his Victory Medal – perhaps it’s almost superfluous. (Photograph courtesy of the Army Chaplain’s Museum).

faith of
our
fathers

Arthur Middleton on the Athanasian Creed

O

n major feast days The Book of
Common Prayer requires the
Athanasian Creed, known as
the Quicunque Vult, to replace the
Apostles’ Creed. I wonder how many
clergy obey this rubric. How many laity
know the Athanasian Creed? Or are
most Anglicans merely deists and not
Trinitarians?
Many primitive hymns had an ascription of praise to the Trinity that is
often lacking in modern hymns:
All laud to God the Father be,
All praise, eternal Son, to thee,
All glory, as is ever meet,
To God the holy Paraclete.
Amen.
For Newman, dogma is a living reality
and the Quicunque Vult was his
favourite hymn. Many of our contemporaries see it as antiquated and, with its
precise theological explanations and the
condemnation of those who will not accepts them, as an example of the dry theology and the narrow-minded
dogmatism of the Church. For Newman
it was the acme of the faith.
‘It is not a mere collection of notions,’ he writes, ‘however momentous. It
is a psalm or hymn of praise, of confession, and of profound, self-prostrating
homage, parallel to the canticles of the
elect in the Apocalypse. It appeals to the
imagination quite as much as to the intellect. It is the war-song of faith, with
which we warn first ourselves, then each
other, and then all those who are within
its hearing, and the hearing of the Truth,
who our God is, and how we must worship Him, and how vast our responsibility will be if we know what to believe,
and yet believe not. . . . For myself I have
ever felt it as the most simple and sublime, the most devotional formulary to
which Christianity has given birth, more
so even than the Veni Creator and Te
Deum. Even the antithetical form of its
sentences, which is a stumbling-block to
so many, as seeming to force, and to
exult in forcing a mystery upon recalcitrant minds, has to my apprehension ...
a very different drift. It is intended as a

check upon our reasonings, lest they
rush on in one direction beyond the
truth, and it turns them back into the
opposite direction. Certainly it implies a
glorying in the Mystery; but it is no
statement of the Mystery for the sake of
its mysteriousness.’
So in Newman’s work, in his thought
and experience, we find the strong patristic influence in the subtleties of the
thought of the Greek Fathers who
claimed the three Persons in the one Nature of the Godhead and the two Natures in the one Person of the incarnate
Christ. The thundering antitheses of the
Quicunque Vult set before us a mystery
to be accepted and lived by modern
man, for our faith is rooted in the tradition of the church. Intensely conscious
as we are of all the difficulties in accepting this tradition, still it enables us to
bring out of this treasure ‘what is new
and what is old’.
In his book, The Athanasian Creed,
Dr J.N.D. Kelly valued ‘acme of the faith’
as a work of literature and a work of theology, and concluded that it originated
in the school of St Vincent of Lérins between AD440 and 549. It reveals the in-

fluence of Augustine, shows a marked
dependence on Vincent of Lérins and
was endorsed by Caesarius of Arles. It
tells us first, that Father, Son and Holy
Spirit are not three separate individuals
in the same way as three human beings
who belong to the same genus. Rather,
each of the divine Persons from the
point of view of substance, is identical
with the others or with the divine substance itself. In this way God is not described as threefold, but as a Trinity, and
the Persons can be said severally to indwell or co-inhere with each other. Secondly, whatever belongs to the divine
nature as such should, in strictness of
language, be expressed in the singular,
since that language is unique. While
each of the Persons is in-create, infinite,
omnipotent, eternal etc., there are not
three in-creates, infinites, omnipotents,
eternals etc., but one. Thirdly, the Trinity possesses a single, indivisible action
and a single will. Its operation is inseparable. The three Persons act as ‘one principle’, and as they are inseparable they act
inseparably. Where there is no difference of natures, there is none of will either. ND
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touching place

ALL SAINTS, BISLEY, GLOS

A

compact stone-built Cotswold village, Bisley sits atop a hill above
Stroud. It was once a much bigger parish geographically and not
the least of the achievements of the Rev Thomas Keble (vicar
1827-1873) was to build several churches for the dispersed settlements
within it. Like his elder brother John, Tom Keble was an orthodox High
Churchman, not a ritualist, who wrote four of the Tracts for the Times. He
pioneered daily service (i.e. Morning and Evening Prayer) at Bisley as soon
as he arrived and had a close bond with his elder brother, who greatly valued
his judgement. Like many Victorian parsons, Keble was closely involved in
improving the condition of
his parishioners, many of
whom were victims of the
slump in the local cloth industry; he helped provide
cheap fuel and food ( just as
today the churches are behind the foodbanks).
Bisley church is largely
13-14th c. When Keble arrived, it had many galleries
with eleven doorways (and
numerous stairways) giving
access to them from the outside, so that the mill-owners
did not have to mix with
their workers. These all got
swept away in the 1862
restoration. Two features
merit your special attention;
one within and one without.
The font has a very striking
carved 12th c. bowl – the
stem on which it stands dates from the restoration (Keble’s curate W. H.
Lowder was an amateur architect). In the churchyard there’s a 13th c. hexagonal stone structure with recesses, topped by a spirelet. This is believed to
be the only English example of something more familiar in western France,
the Lanterne des Morts, which date largely from the 12th and 13th centuries.
These are stone pillars that contained a lamp as a memorial to those buried
in the cemeteries, usually in unmarked graves (tombstones were very rare)
– ‘out of reverence for the faithful at rest there’, as Peter the Venerable, abbot
of Cluny, put it in his treatise ‘de Miraculis’.
Map reference: - SO 904059
Simon Cotton

Forms of words for making a bequest to FiF in your Will
I GIVE to FORWARD IN FAITH of 2A The Cloisters, Gordon
Square, London WC1H 0AG the sum of ___________________
pounds (£
) and I DIRECT that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper officer of Forward in Faith shall be good
and sufficient discharge to my Executor.
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or I GIVE the residue of my estate to FORWARD IN FAITH of
2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London WC1H 0AG and I DIRECT that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper officer of
Forward in Faith shall be good and sufficient discharge to my Executor.

parish directory

continued

LONDON Nw9 Kingsbury St Andrew A Fif Parish under
the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham Sunday: Sung Mass
10.30am, Thursday Mass 10am – both followed by refreshments. Tube toWembley Park then 83 Bus (direction Golders Green) to
Tudor Gardens Contact: Fr.Jason Rendell on 020 8205 7447 or
standrews.kingsbury@london.anglican.org www.standrewskingsbury.org.uk

MANCHESTER The Parish of Swinton and Pendlebury: All Saints, Wardley; Saint Augustine, Pendlebury;
Saint Peter, Swinton. A Forward in Faith Parish. Sunday Masses:
8am and 5.30pm (SP), Sung at 9.30am (AS), 10.30am (SP) and
11am (SA). Daily Mass in Parish. Clergy Fr.Jeremy Sheehy 0161
794 1578 and Fr.Michael Fish 0161 794 4298., Parish Oﬃce: 0161
727 8175 email: paroﬀsandp@btconnect.com
MIDDLESBROUGH The Church of St Columba Sunday:
Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass. St John the Evangelist Sunday
Mass 11am. For further information contact Fr Stephen Cooper
01642 824779
NORTH YORK MOORS S. Leonard, Loftus and S. Helen,
Carlin How. Situated on the Cleveland Coast. Sunday - Mass at Carlin
How 9am and at Loftus 10.30am. Further details on our website
www.loftusparish.co.uk Parish Priest Fr. Adam Gaunt 01287
644047
OXFORD St John the Evangelist, New Hinksey (1 mile from
the city centre;Vicarage Road, OX1 4RE) A Society Parish under the
care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday: Parish Mass 10.30am.
Contact - 01865 245879 or www. acny.org.uk/467 Come and
discover Oxford’s hidden Comper Church!
OXFORD St.Barnabas and St Thomas. Services: Saturdays
5.30pm Vigil Mass (St.Thomas). Sundays 8.00am Low Mass,
(St.Barnabas), 9:15am Matins (St.Thomas), 10.30am Parish
Mass(St.Barnabas), 6.30pm Evening Prayer (St.Barnabas). For
Daily Mass see website: www.sbarnabas.org.uk. Parish
priest: Fr Jonathan Beswick 01865 557530
PLYMOUTH SACRED HEART, ST JOHN THE EVANGELIST, wITH ST SIMON, AND ST MARY THE VIRGIN. Society Parishes under the Episcopal Care of the Bishop of
Ebbsfleet. St John, Sunday 11am (sung), Thursday 10am (said);
St Mary, Sunday 9.30am (said), Wednesday 11am (said); St
Simon, Tuesday 10am (said). Feast days as appropriate. Pastoral care - Fr.S.Philpott. email: frphilpott@gmail.com
email: churchofstjohn1@btconnect.com
www. sacredheartplymouth.co.uk
READING St Giles-in-Reading, Southampton Street (next to
the Oracle). Medieval church. Forward in Faith, aﬃliated with The
Society. Sunday: Mattins - 10am; Parish Mass with Sunday
School - 10.30am; Evensong - 5.30pm; Low Mass 6pm. Daily Offices and Daily Mass. Friday Bible Study at 11.30am. Regular
study groups, see our website.. Parish Priest: Fr David Harris 0118
957 2831 www.sgilesreading.org.uk
ST.LEONARD'S-on-SEA Christ Church with St Mary
Magdalen and St.Peter and St.Paul. Daily Mass 10:30am and
6pm. Sunday Mass 8am Parish Mass 10:15am. Solemnities
Solemn Mass 7pm. Fr Luke Irvine-Capel SSC. Rector and Parish
Priest www.christchurchstleonards.co.uk
SALISBURY St Martin – the oldest Church in Salisbury.
With the spire at the end of St. Martin’s Church Street behind
Wiltshire College. A Forward in Faith Parish. Resolutions ABC
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday:
Parish Eucharist, 11.00am (also 8.00pm 2nd and 4th Sundays)
Daily Oﬃce and Eucharist. For further information contact: Parish
Administration on 01722 503123 or
www.sarumstmartin.org.uk Parish Priest: Fr. David Fisher.
01722 500896
SCARBOROUGH St Saviour with All Saints, A FiF Parish
aﬃliated to the Society of Ss Wilfrid and Hilda and under the
Episopal Care of the Bishop of Beverley. Sunday Mass 10am with
refreshments to follow. Evening Prayer 4.30pm. Evening Prayer
and Benediction on the last Sunday of the month. Weekday
masses: Monday 2pm Thursday 10.15am Saturday 9.30am.
Major Festivals times vary. Fr David Dixon 01723 363828
frdavidstmart@gmail.com
stsaviour-scarborough.org.uk
SHREwSBURY All Saints with St Michael, North Street
(near Shrewsbury railway station). A Forward in Faith Parish under
the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Resolutions ABC.
Sunday: Mass 10.30am. For daily Mass times or further information, contact Fr.Paul Lockett SSC 01 743 357862

LONDON SE11 4BB St Agnes Kennington Park, St Agnes
Place. Under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham. 8 minutes
walk from both Kennington and the Oval tube stations (Northern line)
Sunday: 10am Solemn Mass. Daily Mass: Mon to Fri 10am - Bible
Study after Mass on Wed. stagneskenningtonpark.co.uk 020
7820 8050 frpaulensor@btconnect.com
LONDON SE13 St Stephen, Lewisham (opposite Lewisham
Station) A Forward in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the
Bishop of Fulham. Sunday: Mass 8am, Parish Mass 10am. Weekdays: Mon 10am, Tues 9am, Wed 12.15pm, Thurs 10.15am, Fri
12.15pm, Sat 10am Parish Priest: Fr Philip Corbett - 07929
750054
LONDON SE16 St Mary Rotherhithe, St Marychurch Street
SE16 4JE A Fulham Parish. Sunday: Solemn Mass 10am, Evening
Prayer 6pm, Benediction monthly. Mass times: Tues 12 noon;
Wed 9am School Mass; Thur 6pm; Fri 9.30am; Sat 9.30am. Tube:
Jubilee Line Bermondsey/Canada Water/ Rotherhithe Overground. Visitors most welcome. Canon Mark Nicholls SSC 0207
394 3394 - 07909 546659 www.stmaryrotherhithe.org
LONDON SE18 St Nicholas - the Ancient Parish
Church - St Nicholas Road, Plumstead. A Forward in Faith Parish
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham. Masses: Sunday 8am; Solemn Sung 11am; Mon 12 noon; Tu es 7.30pm; Wed
9.30am; Thur 7pm; Fri 12 noon; Sat 10am. Exposition of the
Blessed Sacrament half an hour before every Mass apart from
Sunday. Modern rite, traditional ceremonial. Parish Priest: Fr Andrew Stevens 020 8854 0461
LONDON SE 26 All Saints, Sydenham A Society Parish
under the care of the Bishop of Fulham. Grade II listed Church
with stunning Fellowes-Pryne interior. Sunday - 10.30am
Solemn Mass with Sunday School. Weekday Services as advertised. Parish Priest Fr.Philip Smith 0208 7783065.
LONDON Sw1 St Gabriel, Pimlico Sunday: Mass 8am; Sung
Parish Mass 10:30am. 6pm Choral Evensong (termtime). 7.30pm
Mass. Midweek Mass: Tues 9.30am, Wed 7pm, Thurs 7:30am, Fri
10am, Sat 9:30am. www.st-gabriels.com
LONDON Sw7 St Stephen, Gloucester Road (entrance in
Southwell Gardens) A Fulham Jurisdiction Parish. Modern rite, traditional ceremonial, gospel preaching and good music. Sunday:
Masses 9am and 11am (Solemn). Daily Mass: Tues 11am, Wed
7pm, Thur 10am, Fri 1.15pm, Sat 10am. Rosary - 2nd and 4th
Saturday at 10.30am. Contact: 020 7370 3418
www.saint-stephen.org.uk
LONDON Sw11 The Ascension, Lavender Hill. Famous and
flourishing ABC Parish, in the Fulham Jurisdiction. Inspiring
liturgy with modern rites, traditional ceremonial, fervent preaching and good music. Sunday: High Mass 11am. Weekday Mass:
Wednesday 7.30pm. Rosary: Saturday 11.30am. SOLW Cell organises pilgrimage, social and fundraising activities. Parish
Priest: Fr Iain Young 020 7228 5340
LONDON Sw19 All Saints, SouthWimbledon. Society Parish
Under the Episcopal Care of the Bishop of Fulham. Sunday
Solemn Mass 11am. For other masses and services contact Fr
Christopher Noke 020 8948 7986, the church oﬃce 020 8542
5514 or see www.allsaintswimbledon.org.uk/
LONDON wC1 Christ the King, Gordon Square The Forward
in Faith Church. Mon to Fri: Mass at 12.30pm, plus: Thur at 12
noon: Angelus followed by Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
until 12.25pm. Other services: as announced. Contact the FiF Office on 020 7388 3588 or email:
chaplain@forwardinfaith.com
MANCHESTER Failsworth The Church of the Holy Family. A Forward in Faith Parish. Sunday Mass : 9.15am. For other
Sunday and Weekday Services or further information please contact the Churchwardens - Peter French 0161 684 7422 or Jacqui SOUTH BENFLEET, Essex St Mary the Virgin FiF under
Weir : 0797 4340682
the pastoral care of The Bishop of Richborough. Sundays 10am

Parish Mass, other service highlights: Wed 7.30pm Mass and Exposition; Sat 9am Mass & Rosary, Family Masses as announced.
Friendly Faith and Worship. Parish Priest: Fr Leslie Drake SSC
SPENNYMOOR, CO. DURHAM St Andrew, Tudhoe
Grange, DL16 6NE A parish of the Society, under the care of the
Bishop of Beverley; Sundays: 9am Sung Mass, 2pm-4pm 'Sunday
Club' for children ages 4-12, 6pm Evensong (with Benediction on
1st Sunday of month); Weekday Masses: Tues 7pm, Thurs
9.30am.Parish Priest: Fr John Livesley SSC - 01388 814817
STAFFORD St.Peter, Rickerscote. A Society Parish. Sunday Parish Mass 10.15am, 3rd Sunday 3.30pm Benediction. For further information contact Fr.David Baker SSC 01 785 259656
STOKE-ON-TRENT, LONGTON SS Mary and Chad. A
Forward in Faith Parish. Sunday: Parish Mass 10am. Weekdays:
Mon 10am, Tues 6.30pm, Wed 10am, Thur 11.30am, Fri 6.30pm.
Confessions after any Mass or by appointment. Fr Kevin Palmer Parish Oﬃce - 01782 313142 - www.ssmaryandchad.com
STOKE-ON-TRENT, SMALLTHORNE St Saviour. ABC.
Convenient for Alton Towers & the Potteries. Parish Mass Sunday
11.00am. For details of Children's Church see website. Weekdays:
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday 09.30, Wednesday noon.
Contact Fr.Andrew Swift 01 782 827889 frandrew@smallthorne.org www.smallthorne.org
twitter@SSaviours
SUNDERLAND St Mary Magdalene, Wilson Street, Millfield.
A Forward in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop
of Beverley. Sunday: Parish Mass 10.30am, Benediction 6.30pm,
Mass 7pm. Weekdays Mass: Mon and Wed 10.30am, Tues and
Thur 7.30pm, Fri 7.30am, Sat 10am. Rosary Thur 7.15pm, Sat
6.15pm. Confessions: Sat 6.30pm or by appointment. Parish
Priest: Fr Beresford Skelton 0191 565 6318 www.st-marymagdalene.co.uk
SUNDERLAND St.Aiden, Sunderland ,SR2 9RS. A parish of
the Society under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley.
Sunday: Parish Mass 10.00 am, Evensong 6.00 pm. Weekday
Masses: Mon, Wed, Sat 9.30am, Tues 1.00pm, Thurs 7.30, Fri
8.00am. Rosary Mon 5.30 pm. Confessions Sat 6.00 pm. Contact:
Fr David Raine SSC: 0191 5143485, farvad@sky.com
SUTTON All Saints, Benhilton A Parish of the Sociey in the
care of the Bishop of Fulham. Sunday: Low Mass 8am, Solemn
Mass 9.30am (except Second Sundays: 8:30 a.m. Low Mass,10:00
a.m. Family Mass). Daily Mass - Wed 10am , Sat 10am. Churchwardens: Mrs Linda Roots (020 8644 7271), Mrs Carolyn Melius
(020 8642 4276)
SwINDON Parish of Swindon New Town A Society Parish
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday
masses: 9.00am S. Saviour's; 10.30am S. Mark's;10.30am S.
Luke's. Weekday masses as advertised. Contact 01793 538220
swindonnewtown@btinternet.com
TAUNTON Holy Trinity, Trinity St,Taunton,TA1 3JG. Society
Parish. Modern Catholic liturgy. Musical tradition. Sunday Services 8,10 & 6.30. Daily Mass. Fr Julian Laurence SSC, Vicar, Fr
Adam Burnham, Curate. See website for full details of services
and events holytrinitytaunton.org
TIPTON, west Midlands St John the Evangelist,
Upper Church Lane, DY4 9ND. A Society Parish under the episcopal
care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday 9.30am Parish Mass;
11.00am Mass with Sunshine Club for children; 4pm Evening
Prayer. Daily Mass: Monday & Thursday 7.30pm; Wednesday
9.30am; Friday 6pm; Saturday 10am & Confessions at 10.30am.
www.fifparish.com/ stjohntipton Parish Priest: Fr Simon
Sayer CMP 0121 679 7510
TIVIDALE, Oldbury, west Midlands St. Michael
the Archangel, Tividale Road and Holy Cross, Ashleigh Road. Society Parish. Sunday Worship: Parish Mass 11am (St.Michael's),
Evening Mass 6pm (Holy Cross). Contact Fr.Martin Ennis 01 384
257888 frmennis@gmail.com,
www.vicaroftividale.co.uk
TORQUAY All Saints, Babbacombe - ABC Parish under the
care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday 10.30am Sung Parish
Mass. Weekdays: 9.30am Mass (Except Thurs – 6.30pm). Fr. Paul
Jones – 07809 767458 Cary Ave, Babbacombe. TQ1 3QT
www.allsaintsbabbacombe.co.uk
wALSALL St Gabriel’s, Fullbrook,Walstead Road,Walsall, oﬀ
Junc.7 or 9 of M6. Resolutions ABC. Sunday: 8am Mass, 10am
Parish Mass, 4pm Evening Prayer, 5pm Evening Mass. Daily Mass.
Parish Priest: Fr Mark McIntyre 01922 622583

Continued on next page
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wALSINGHAM St Mary & All Saints, Church Street. A Society
and Forward in Faith Parish under the Episcopal care of the
Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Solemn Mass, 11.00 am Weekdays: Contact: Fr Andrew Mitcham SSC, 01328 821316
www.walsinghamparishes.org.uk

FiF, DIOCESE OF CHESTER Chester St Oswald and St Thomas
of Canterbury, Fr.Stephen Sheridan 01 244 399990; Congleton St
James the Great, Society, Fr Colin Sanderson 01260 408203; Crewe
St Barnabas, Society, Fr Ralph Powell 01270 212418; Crewe St
Michael, Coppenhall, Society, Fr Charles Razzall 01270 215151;
Knutsford St John the Baptist, Society, Rev Nigel Atkinson 01565
632834/755160; Liscard St Thomas the Apostle, Society, Fr Robert
Nelson 0151 630 2830, Stockport St Peter, Society, Fr Kenneth
Kenrick 0161 483 2483; West Kirby St Andrew, Society, Fr Peter
Walsh 0151 632 4728

- George Yates 0161 258 4940; Moss Side Christ Church, ABC, FiF,
Canon Simon Killwick 0161 226 2476; Oldham St James with St
Ambrose, ABC FiF, Fr Paul Plumpton 0161 633 4441; Peel Green
St Michael, ABC, Fr.Ian Hall - 0161 788 8991; Prestwich St Hilda,
ABC, FiF, Fr Ronald Croft 0161 773 1642; Royton St Paul, ABC,
FiF, Vacant contact Tony Hawkins 07792 601295; Salford St Paul,
wEDNESBURY, west Bromwich St Francis of AsABC, Canon David Wyatt 0161 736 8868; Swinton and Pendlesisi, Friar ParkWS10 0HJ (5 minutes from junc 9 of M6) Sunday: Mass
bury ABC, FiF, Fr Jeremy Sheehy 0160 794 1578; Tonge Moor,
9.45am. Weekday Mass: Tues and Thur 9.30am, Wed and Fri
Bolton St Augustine, ABC, FiF, Fr Tony Davies 01204 523899;
7.30pm, Sat 10am. Lively worship in the Modern Catholic TradiWinton St Mary Magdalene, ABC, FiF, Fr Ian Hall 0161 788 8991;
tion, with accessible preaching, and a stunning gem of a church
Withington St Crispin, ABC, FiF, Fr Patrick Davies 0161 224 3452
beautifully restored. Parish Clergy: Fr Ron Farrell: 0121 556 5823 FiF, DIOCESE OF DERBY Calow: St.Peter, Fr.Kevin Ball, 01 246
FiF, DIOCESE OF PORTSMOUTHFareham SS Peter and
or Fr.Gary Hartill 0121 505 3954- Visit us at www. saintfranc- 462192; Derby: St Anne, Churchwarden Alison Haslam 01 332
Paul, Fareham Fr.Roger Jackson 01 329 281521; IOW: All Saints,
isfriarpark.com
362392; St Luke, Fr.Leonard Young 01 332 342806; St
Godshill, and St Alban, Ventnor Fr John Ryder 01983 840895;
Bartholomew, Fr.Leonard Young 01 332 342806; Hasland St Paul
wELLINGBOROUGH St Mary the Virgin, Knox Road
Good Shepherd, Lake, and St Saviour on the Cliﬀ, Shanklin,
and Temple Normanton St James Fr Malcolm Ainscough 01246
(near BR station) A Society Parish under the episcopal care of the
232486; Ilkeston Holy Trinity, Bp Roger Jupp 0115 973 5168; Long Fr.David Lawrence-March 01 983 407928; Portsmouth: St James,
Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Mass 10.30am. Daily Mass and Eaton St Laurence, Bp Roger Jupp 0115 973 5168; Staveley St John Milton, Fr Paul Armstead 023 9273 2786; St Michael, Paulsgrove,
Oﬃce. For further information see our Website: www. stmaryFr Ian Newton 02392 378194; The Ascension, North End, Vacant
Baptist with Inkersall St Columba and Barrow Hill St Andrew:
wellingborough.org.uk
(Churchwarden 02392 660123); Southsea Holy Spirit, Fr Philip
Fr.Stephen Jones, 01 246 498603
Amey 023 9311 7159; Stamshaw St Saviour, vacant Churchwarden
wEST KIRBY S. Andrew, Meols Drive,Wirral, CH48 5DQ. Sun- DIOCESE OF EXETER FiF Recommended Parishes: Abbot023 92643857
day: 8am Low Mass, 10:30am Sung Mass, 6:00 pm Evensong
sham St Helen, Churchwarden 01 237 420338; Babbacombe All
First Sunday. Daily Mass. Traditional ceremonial with a warm
FiF, DIOCESE OF ROCHESTERBeckenham St Michael, 11am
Saints, Fr P.Jones 01803 323002; Barnstaple St Peter, Fr D
welcome. Safe harbour in Wirral and Cheshire West. Visitors wel- Fletcher 01271 373837; Bovey Tracey St John, Churchwarden 01 Sung Mass; Belvedere St Augustine, 10am Sung Mass; Swanley St
come. Parish of The Society under the Pastoral Care of The
Mary, 10am Sung Mass; Bickley St George, 8am Low Mass,
626 821956 ; Exeter St Michael & All Angels, Heavitree; St
Bishop of Beverley. Parish Priest: Fr. Walsh 0151 632 4728
10.30am Sung Mass; ChislehurstThe Annunciation, 8am Low
Lawrence, Lower Hill Barton Rd; St Paul, Burnthouse Lane; St
www.standrewswestKirby.co.uk
Mass, 10am Sung Mass; Elmers End St James, 9.15am Mass, 10am
Mary Steps, West Street, Fr R Eastoe 01392 677150; Great TorSung Mass; Gillingham St Luke, Parish Mass 10.30am; Higham St
wESTON super MARE All Saints with St Saviour, All rington St Michael, Taddiport St Mary Magdalene, Fr.P.Bevan John, 9.30am Sung Mass; Sevenoaks St John, 8am Low Mass,
Saints Road, BS23 2NL. A Member of the Society under the episco- 01805 622166; Lewtrenchard St Peter, vacancy 01566 784008;
10am Sung Mass; Tunbridge Wells St Barnabas, 10am Sung Mass;
Newton Abbot St Luke, Milber, Fr.N.Debney 01 626 681259;
pal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet - All are welcome. Sundays:
all contact details from Fr Jones 020 8311 6307
9am Mass, 10.30am Parish Mass. Weekdays: 10am Mass (Wed, Paignton St John the Baptist with St Andrew & St Boniface Fr R
Carlton 01803 351866; Plymouth St Peter and the Holy Apostles FiF, DIOCESE OF ST ALBANS FiF Recommended Churches
Thur and Sat). Priest-in-Charge: Fr Andrew Hughes SSC 01934
204217 fatherandrew@sky.com - Parish Oﬃce 01934 415379 all- Fr.D.Way - 01 752 222007; Plymouth Mission Community of Our Bedford St Martin, Fr Pimenta 01234 357862; Bushey Heath St
Lady of Glastonbury St Francis, Honicknowle, St Chad,
saintsandstsaviour@btconnect.com Visit our website www.allPeter, Fr Burton 020 8950 1424; Hemel Hempstead St Francis,
Whitleigh, St Aidan, Ernesettle, Fr D Bailey 01752 773874; Plysaintswsm.org
Hammerfield , Fr Weitzmann 01442 247503; Letchworth St
mouth Sacred Heart Mission Community Parishes St John the
Michael & St Mary, Fr Bennett 01462 684822; Luton: Holy Cross,
wEYMOUTH St Paul, Abbotsbury Road Modern catholic
Evangelist; Sutton-on-Plym ; St Mary the Virgin, Laira; St.Simon, Marsh Farm, vacant; Holy Trinity, Biscot, Fr Singh 01582 579410; St
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday
Mount Gould, Fr.Philpott, e-mail frphilpott@gmail.com; Ply(usually): Parish Mass 9.30am (creche and Sunday school); Infor- mouth Discovery Mission Community, St Bartholomew, Devon- Mary, Sundon & St Saviour, Fr Smejkal 01582 583076.(Please contact clergy for details of services)
mal Eucharist 11.15am; EP and Benediction 5pm (1st Sunday).
port, St Mark, Ford & St Gabriel, Peverell Park Fr. R. Silk – 01752
For times of daily and Holyday mass ring Parish Priest: Fr Richard 562623; Torquay St Marychurch Fr R Ward 01803 269258;
FiF, DIOCESE OF ST EDMUNDSBURY and IPSwICH
Harper SSC 01305 778821
Torquay St Martin, Fr G Chapman 01803 327223; Torre All Saints, Heveningham Benefice in Interregnum; Ipswich St Mary at the
Elms, Fr.John Thackray 07780 613754. Sunday Mass 10.45amFr.P.March 01 803 312754
wINCHESTER Holy Trinity. A Society Church under the
Mendlesham St Mary, Fr Philip Gray 01449 766359; Eye SS Peter
Episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Sung Mass FiF, DIOCESE OF GUILDFORDAldershot St Augustine,
and Paul - The Rev.Dr.Guy Sumpter 01 379 871986.
10.30am. Weekday Masses: Tues 10.30 am, Thur 12 noon. ConFr Keith Hodges 01252 320840, Hawley Holy Trinity and All
tact: Canon Malcolm Jones SSC 01962 869707 (Parish Oﬃce) or
Saints, vacant 01 276 35287 - Please contact clergy for details or FiF, DIOCESE OF SHEFFIELDBolton-on-Dearne St Andrew,
Fr.Schaefer 01 709 898426; Cantley St Wilfrid, Fr Andrew Howard
Churchwardens: Barbara Smith 01264 720887 or John Purver 01 www.forwardinfaith.info/guildford
01302 285 316; Doncaster Holy Trinity, Fr Stokoe 01302 371256;
962 732351 - email: enquiry@ holytrinitywinchester.co.uk FiF, DIOCESE OF LEICESTERBlackfordby and Woodville va- Edlington St John the Baptist, Fr Edmonds 01709 858358;
website: www.holytrinitywinchester.co.uk
cant, contact Miss Blossom Thompson 07813 214462; Leicester St Goldthorpe SS John and Mary Magdalene, Fr Schaefer 01709
YORK All Saints, North Street (near Park Inn Hotel) A Society
Aidan, New Parks, Fr S Lumby 0116 287 2342; St Mary de Castro, 898426; Hexthorpe St Jude, Fr Edmonds 01709 858358; Hickleton
Parish. Sunday: Low Mass 10.30 am, Sung or High Mass 5.30pm, Fr D Maudlin 01572 820181; St Chad, Fr M Court 0116 241 3205; St Wilfrid, Fr Schaefer 01709 898426; Hoyland St Peter, Fr Parker
Thursday Low Mass 12.45 pm. Visitors to this beautiful medieval St Hugh, Eyres Monsell , vacant, interim Priest in Charge, Fr.Simon 01226 749231; Thurnscoe St Hilda, vacant; Mexborough St John
church are always welcome; the church is normally open during Matthews 07763 974419; Narborough Fr A Hawker 0116 275
the Baptist, vacant; Moorends St Wilfrith, Fr Pay 01302 784858;
daylight hours. - website: www. allsaints-northstreet.org.uk
1470; Scraptoft Fr M Court 0116 241 3205; Wistow Benefice Fr P New Bentley Ss Philip and James, Fr Dickinson 01302 875266;
O’Reilly 0116 240 2215
New Cantley St Hugh, Fr Stokoe 01302 371256; New Rossington St
YORKSHIRE near Skipton. Three rural churches which
Luke, Fr.Leal 01 302 864304; Ryecroft: St Nicholas, Fr.Andrew Lee
make up The Society parish of the Yorkshire Dales. Sundays:
FiF, DIOCESE OF LINCOLN Resolution Parishes: Binbrook
01 709 921257; Dalton: Holy Trinity, Fr.Andrew Lee 01 709 921257;
THORNTON St Mary Sung Mass, modern rite 9.15am.
Group (Louth) Fr Walker 01472 398227; Edenham ( Bourne) Fr
Doncaster Ss Leonard & Jude (with St Luke) Fr Pay 01302 784858;
MARTON St Peter Prayer Book Holy Communion 10.45am. Hawes 01778 591358; Grimsby St Augustine Fr Martin 07736
Sheﬃeld: St Bernard, Southey Green and St Cecilia, Parson Cross, Fr
BROUGHTON All Saints Evensong 7pm. HOLY wELL
711360; Skirbeck St Nicholas (Boston) Fr Noble 01205 362734;
Ryder-West 0114 2493916; St Catherine, Richmond Road,
Saturdays at Noon, summer. Canon Nicholas Turner ssc 01282
Wainfleet Group (Skegness) Fr.Morgan 01 754 880029; BurghFr.Knowles 0114 2399598; St Matthew, Carver Street, Fr.Grant
842332 bmtparish.co.uk
le- Marsh (Skegness) Fr Steele 01754 810216; Fosdyke All Saints Naylor 01 142 665681; St Mary, Handsworth, Fr Johnson 01142
(Kirton) vacant (Mr.Tofts 01 205 260672). Non-petitioning
692403 (contact clergy for Mass times, etc)
parishes information: North Lincolnshire- Fr Martin 07736
FiF SOUTHAMPTON Parishes (under the episcopal care
711360; South Lincolnshire- Fr Noble 01205 362734
of the Bishop of Richborough) welcome you: St Barnabas,
LEEDS FiF, wITHIN THE DIOCESE OF wEST YORKSHIRE
Lodge Road (oﬀ Inner Avenue A33 London Road) Sunday: Solemn
and the DALES Belle Isle St John and St Barnabas, Priest in
Mass 10am, Daily Mass and other service details from Fr Barry
Charge, Fr Chris Buckley CMP 01132 717821, also priest with
Fry SSC 02380 223107; Holy Trinity, Millbrook (Oﬀ A33 city centre
pastoral responsibility for the Parish of Hunslet St Mary. Cross
road from M271) Sunday: Solemn Mass10am, Midweek Mass and
Green St Hilda and Richmond Hill St.Saviour, Fr.Darren Percival
FiF, DIOCESE OF BIRMINGHAMKingstanding St Luke*
other service details from Fr William Perry SSC 02380 701896
SSC 07960 555609. Harehills St Wilfrid, Fr Terry Buckingham SSC:
0121 354 3281, Kingstanding St Mark 0121 360 7288, Small
FiF, SOUTHwELL and NOTTINGHAM DIOCESE- Society
01943
876066,
Sunday
Mass
10am
Heath All Saints* 0121 772 0621, Sparkbrook St Agatha* 0121 449
churches: Nottingham: St Cyprian c/o Fr Hailes 0115 9873314; St
2790, Washwood Heath St Mark, Saltley St Saviour* 0121 328
FiF, DIOCESE OF MANCHESTERBlackley Holy Trinity, ABC, George, Meadows, Barbara Rosalind Jordan, 07943 939550; St
9855, (*Forward in Faith Registered Parishes)
FiF, Fr Philip Stamp 0161 205 2879; Lower BroughtonThe Ascen- Stephen, Sneinton, Frances Astill, 0745 0066889;; St.George,
sion, ABC, FiF, Canon David Wyatt 0161 736 8868; Chadderton St Netherfield, Mrs.L.Barnett 0115 9526478.. Worksop: St Paul, Mrs
FiF, DIOCESE OF CANTERBURY resolutions parishes Deal
Mark, ABC, FiF Churchwarden - Janet Rogers 0161 627 4986;
St Andrew 01 304 381131, Eastchurch All Saints 07702 199844,
M Winks 01909 568857; Priory Church of Our Lady and St CuthFolkestone St Peter 01303 254472, Harbledown St Michael 01227 Failsworth Holy Family, ABC, FiF, Fr Tony Mills 0161 681 3644;
bert, Fr Spicer 01909 472180, who is also the contact for SSWSH
Glodwick St Mark, ABC, Fr Graham Hollowood 0161 624 4964;
464117, Lydden St Mary 01304 822865, Maidstone St Michael
in the diocese
01622 752710, Ramsgate Holy Trinity 01843 593593, Rough Com- Hollinwood St Margaret, ABC, FiF, Fr David Hawthorn 0161 681
4541; Leigh St Thomas & All Saints, ABC, Fr Robert Dixon 01942 DIOCESE of TRURO - FIF Recommended Parishes FALmon St.Gabriel 01227 464117, Temple Ewell SS Peter and Paul
MOUTH: St. Michael & All Angels, Penwerris, vacant, contact Miss
673519; Lightbowne St Luke, ABC, FiF, Fr John O’Connor 0161
01304 822865,
465 0089; Middleton Junction St Gabriel, ABC, FiF Churchwarden B.A.Meade, 01 326 212865; PENRYN: St. Gluvius, Fr.S.Wales –
01326 378638; TRURO: St. George, Fr. C. Epps – 01872 272630

Diocesan
Directory
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25 Years of Forward in Faith

Bishops of
the Society
The Bishop of Beverley
PROVINCE OF YORK (EXCEPT BLACKBURN AND LEEDS)

The Right Revd Glyn Webster
Holy Trinity Rectory, Micklegate, York YO1 6LE
01904 628155 oﬃce@seeofbeverley.org.uk
www.seeofbeverley.org.uk

The Bishop of Burnley
BLACKBURN

The Right Revd Philip North CMP
Dean House, 449 Padiham Road, Burnley BB12 6TE
01282 479300 bishop.burnley@blackburn.anglican.org

The Bishop of Chichester
CHICHESTER

The Right Revd Dr Martin Warner SSC
The Palace, Chichester PO19 1PY 01243 782161
bishop.chichester@chichester.anglican.org

The Bishop of Ebbsfleet
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY (WEST)

The Right Revd Jonathan Goodall SSC
Hill House, The Mount, Caversham,
Reading RG4 7RE 0118 948 1038
bishop@ebbsfleet.org.uk www.ebbsfleet.org.uk

The Bishop of Fulham
LONDON & SOUTHWARK

The Right Revd Jonathan Baker
The Vicarage, 5 St Andrew St, London EC4A 3AF
020 7932 1130 bishop.fulham@london.anglican.org
www.bishopoﬀulham.org.uk

The Bishop of Richborough
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY: EAST (EXCEPT CHICHESTER,
LONDON & SOUTHWARK); EUROPE

The Right Revd Norman Banks SSC
Parkside House, Abbey Mill Lane, St Albans AL3 4HE
01727 836358 bishop@richborough.org.uk www.richborough.org.uk

The Bishop of Wakefield
LEEDS

The Right Revd Tony Robinson SSC
Pontefract Ho, 181A Manygates Lane, Wakefield WF2 7DR
01924 250781 bishop.tony@westyorkshiredales.anglican.org

Forward in Hope at Westminster Central Hall (2006)

The Right Revd Roger Jupp SSC
(SUPERIOR-GENERAL , CONFRATERNITY OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT )

St Laurence’s Vicarage, Regent Street, Long Eaton,
Nottingham NG10 1JX
0115 973 5168 rajupp1@hotmail.com

The Right Revd John Gaisford SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd John Goddard SSC
(formerly Bishop of Burnley)
The Right Revd Dr John Hind
(formerly Bishop of Chichester)
The Right Revd Martyn Jarrett SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd Robert Ladds SSC
(formerly Bishop of Whitby)
The Right Revd Michael Langrish
(formerly Bishop of Exeter)
The Right Revd Peter Ramsden
(formerly Bishop of Port Moresby)
The Right Revd Nicholas Reade
(formerly Bishop of Blackburn)
The Right Revd Lindsay Urwin OGS
(formerly Bishop of Horsham)
The Right Revd Peter Wheatley
(formerly Bishop of Edmonton)
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Subscribe to
New Directions
NEW DIRECTIONS is sent free of charge
to all members of Forward in Faith UK *
To join Forward in Faith or subscribe to New DirecTioNs,
please print oﬀ and post the forms on the website
(www.forwardinfaith.com) or complete the form below
as applicable:

i wish to subscribe to New DirecTioNs as:

A Member of Forward in Faith UK
individual Membership: £30
concessionary: £15
concessionary: £21
Family Membership: £42
i am a UK Taxpayer please send me a Gift Aid form
Or
A NEW DIRECTIONS Subscriber
europe: £45
rest of the world: £55
UK: £30
i enclose payment of £ ..............................
cheques payable to Forward in Faith

CREDIT/DEBIT CARD PAyMENTS
BY TELEPHONE ONLY - MONDAY, WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY, 9.30
AM TO 4.30 PM.

Name.............................................................................................
Address..........................................................................................
......................................................................................................
.....................................................Post Code/Zip ...........................
TO: Forward in Faith, 2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London
WC1H 0AG. Tel: 020 7388 3588 Fax: 020 7387 3539
Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com
If you do not have a UK bank account, please contact us to discuss payment
methods by email (Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com) or telephone
(020 7388 3588 – Monday, Wednesday or Thursday, 9.30 am to 4.30 pm)
* Members of Credo Cymru who are not also members of Forward in Faith
should contact their Membership Secretary

newdirections

Classified Ads rates
£20 for 1 month
(up to 50 words)
£40 for 2 months
£40 for 3 months
Series of advertisements in excess
of three months will also be
charged at £20 per month
with every third month free
Additional words will be charged at 50
pence each for one month,
£1 each for two or three months etc.

Contact the Advertising Manager: Mike Silver
57 Century Road, Rainham,
Kent ME8 0BQ
01634 401611
email silver43mike@gmail.com
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classifieds
CAR SUPPLIERS – PRIORY AUTOMOTIVE Priory
are the Christian car suppliers who can provide any new or used car at the very best
price. Let them take the hassle out of your
next car purchase, all vehicles are fully
checked before free delivery to your door.
Part exchange a pleasure and budgets to suit
all. Please call 0114 2559696 or visit
www.prioryautomotive.com
EDENHAM REGIONAL HOUSE RETREAT CENTRE
nr Bourne Lincs. Near Peterborough. En suite
accommodation in beautiful Georgian Rectory in ABC parishes. Individuals and small
groups are most welcome. Private Chapel and
spacious rooms are available for day visits,
disabled facilities, self-catering flat. Contact
Fr Andy Hawes, ERH Church Lane Edenham, Lincs PE10 OLS, 01778 591358 athawes@tiscali. co.uk

